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The haunted house

once again takes
residence on the Plaza
in Arcata.
Recreations of

ghoulish scenes from
classic horror tales ~
such as “Frankenstein”
and “The Exorcist”
resume tomorrow and

end on the night of the §

iis?

dead — Halloween.
HSU students talk
about their wicked
creations.
Set designer

Story

on

page

19.

Kiaus Larsen helped to create the head of the 12-foot

House. On Halloween more than 1,000 people are expected to attend.

Bic Loss
Campus clubs find themselves |
in the red after Lumberjack Days”
attendance plunges by more

than 5,000 people because of a | }
lack of alcohol.

monster who inhabits the Haunted

DECISION ’93
The Lumberjack examines the issues
and people behind several of the
tax to school
sales ons
iti
—from
propos
bonds — on the ballot in Tuesday's
F general elections.

THIS

WEEK

IN

(dct.

Peop
will never be defeated
The 2nd Meeting of Cultural Minds

Saas

LOX

3
bass &. to bring the CSU system Into the

@ Resolutions fly in the face of a proposed salary
increase for CSU exectutives.
Page 5.

THURSDAY OCTOBER 28, 1993
THE KATE BUCHANAN ROOM 6-9 P.M.

9

oe

Community

of Arcata plans
the drain. The
downey
@ Mon
ae
eames oot
Sate daar
dents. Page 9.
@ Missing Fort Bragg woman Is being sought by local

So what is this?

Page 14.
authorities.

16

Science

it’s an opportunity for cultural groups

@ The Internet brings the whole-wide world to your

to finally be heard...

fingertips.
Page 16.
@ HSU
helps British Columbia see the forest

...t0 speak your mind, to express
your concerns, to share what makes you angry

& to know that you are not alone.

for the trees. Page 17.

Currents

it’s also a rare occasion
for people who have traditionally been heard to listen.

It'san educational experience for all; a time to speak out, listen
& unite.

19

@ Break out the nightlight, Poltergeist on the Plaza is
sure to give you spooky dreams. Booooo. Page 19.
@ Tenor sax wizard Josh Redman lays down the law
Saturday
at the Van Duzer. Page 23.

Sports

25

@ New influx of feet carry the women’s cross country
team to the conference. Page 25.

Questions??
The Multi-Cultural Center at x3367
T-Shirts Available «- Refreshments

PF.

Campus

6769

Contact

LUMBERJACK

Toe

or x3364

B One step closer to equality. California National Orga

nization of Women and the CSU system settle gender

equity
suit. Page 25.
funded by A.8.; Y.E.8.; United Way; ACB & Bold Images, located in the Sunny Brae Centre « Arcata * 822-6838

Opinion / Editorial

28

@ Get your red-hot election endorsements
here . The
Lumberjack helps you pick through the pile. Page 28.

Calendar

Each student will have an appointment time printed on the
registration ticket. If you miss your appointment time, please refer to

the Schedule of Classes for OPEN times. You may come to any open
time AFTER your scheduled time. Registration priority is based on

student class level and number of units earned.
Pleasebe prepared with alternate course choices in case the
course you request
is not available. The better prepared you are, the
less time it will take to register.
All students
will be limited to a
course load of no more than 16 units during the early registration
process.
CLOSED/CANCELLED/NEW COURSES will be displayed
on terminals located in Karshner Lounge.
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@ As rain caused cancellation of the first day’s

bands, an alcohol-free Lumberjack Days found

$14,000 to break even but raised set

Gee said she thought the alcohol-free ©
event would result in a “more community inclusive
and culture inclusive” Lumberjack Days. “What we didn’t count on
wasa lack of response from the students,”
she said.
Gee said the low attendance sent the
message, “If there's no booze, there’s no
event. It’s a real sad comment on the
status of the students’ minds.
“The — thing that was missing was
the alcohol and A went belly up,” she
said.
The crew club, which traditionally

$1,800.

made several thousand

berjack Days this year and the cancella-

tion of the event altogether, event coordinators said.

Amber Whaley, clubs and activities
coordinator, said about 650 tickets were

sold for this year’s Lumberjack Days,com-

pared to about 4,000 sold last

year.

She said the event needed

to make

Associated Students fronts the money

dollars sellin

beer, netted only about a couple hundre
but club treasurer Megan

for fixed costs and is reimbursed afer the
this year selling ice cream,
event, but
WH]
RCW pmsenssensaneseseere arcmin ite
enema
eR
have
to

makeupthe “T think a lot of
difference

“We

we sold the
amount that

a we did.”
Fitzgibbon

jack Days’ come because there
reserve

‘funds and WaS no alcohol.”

AMBER WHALEY

aes

Fitzgibbon

said,

were pleased

from $4,000 students chose not to
in Lumber-

$008 bon

are

Noalcohol and too much rain were the
main causes of low attendance at Lum-

Ee

By Devanie Anderson

CUMBERJACK STAFF

I

fewer people in attendance.

Clubs and Activities Coordinator

[LW
oe

said the club
was “a little

disappointed

at first” when

it heard there

serves.
Whaley

would

be no

alcohol, but

said many students probably intended to
attend Lumberjack Days, but when it
rained that Friday night, made other

“we sinaadinaid that’s the way itis,” and
are doing more fundraisers throughout
the year.

The rain also cost the event part of the

Computer Information Systems club, said
it lost $100 to $15U selling pizza, soft

Robert McMurray, president of the

plans.

$5,U0UU allocated to pay the bands. Whaley
said “rain or shine” contracts had been
signed, and even though the bandscould
not play due to possible electrocution.
they were still paid.
“T think a lot of students chose not to

come because there was no alcohol,”
Whaley said.
Last year’s Lumberjack Days committee decided not to pursue selling alcohol
this year, knowing the Alcoholic Beverage Control would not grant a license
with only a part-time clubs and activities
coordinator.
Lumberjack Days Chairperson Marilyn

drinks, computer disks and raffle tickets,
compared to making about $800 last year.
“Next year we’re going to take a better
look at it,” McMurray said. “We only
sold two-and-a-half pizzas in nine hours.”
Forestry club President Tom Kain said
although his club lost money, “We don’t
usually make
Days.”

money

at Lumberjack

Kain said the forestry events, which

originally represented Lumberjack Days,
were well attended. “We had a great
time,” he said.
Gee said Lumberjack Days is intended

" PHOTO

COURTESY OF NICOLE WHITTICK

Noel Paterson, business administration. canted and professional studies
representative, worked the Associated Students’ booth at Lumberjack Days.
year’s Lumberjack Days,“I don’t know if
“The clubs are really the ones who got _ we'll ever go back to a couple of clubs
le standthe short end of the stick on this,” she selling beer and.abunchof
a around on the field drinking it,” she
said.
Gee said, “As a committee I know we
ag EO “There is not going to be
did a bang-up job — 110 percent.”
She said a lot of people from the com- another event at Humboldt State called
munity came to the event, a “crowd that Lumberjack Days.”
never would have come before. That re- Pio ane another festival-type event
panes for only one day,
ally made us feel good as a committee.”
poe
a
fapdeaiics
for the clubs.
Whaley said as far as plans for next
to be a fund-raiser for HSU clubs.

Multicultural symposium

need for the Multicultural Center was

expressed and developed.
By Teresa Mills

LUMBERJACK
STAFF
SOSOS~—~—S
Students from different cultures will have a chance to com-

municate verbally, physically or
any way. they feel will best represent them at a forum held by
the Multicultural Center.
Members from eleven different cultures will be participating

in the symposium that will take
place tomorrow
from 6 to 9

in the Kate Buchanan Room.

p.m.

Some
are very quiet. Roti look

_youstraightintheeyes

don’t,” Kaufman said.“It‘supto

“There are other ways of communicating
a message other than
verbally,” said Arapata McKay,
Multicultural Center coordinator. “The most powerful form of
communication is through gestures.”

Tana Kaufman, assistant to o
coordinator at the center, sai

through this forum the. center

will try to create an atmosphere
for people to communicate ina

way they feel most comfortable.

“Some cultures are very loud.

and some

Kaufman

them

to de-

cide

how

they want to
deliver and
communi-_
cate .their
message —
whether hs
throu gh
dance, a dif' ferent lan-

guage,asign

»” he said.
articipants will include

answer session, butan

nity for culturalgr
HSU community om

members

les

watch differentPeltures pets

from the African Ameri-

municatea

“The cultures
this symposium. shoul oer
ing to break anil eo eancesaie
assumptions and
ing that our society
xing

in

at

last fall, the

can, the disae

abled,
lesbian,gayand
bisesnal Is-

:

Tamic,

eect

eta ots

meeting

Se

a similar

the

Jewish,

said.
| The symposium is an
tunityforculturesto“share

~

Chicano and
Latino, adult

differences and express their _ tive American, and Asian com-

poe tryoranywaythey
similarities ‘in the
that”
language,
people will have a better underwant.”
Kaufman saidthesymposium _ standing of how to create stronis not going to be a question- ger and more positive relation-

munities.

There will be refreshmentsat
the forum and the Multicultural

Center will be selling T-shirts.

ew
Sila

Ez From

o coher cain

Forum attempts to create safe atmosphere to speak
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Instructional technology
Project DELTA attempts to move CSU into future
other.
Nelson said this could be hap-

@ Databases like Nexis Lexus and

Internet are only a step in the
project’s plan for electronic learning.
DELTA uses available technologies such as these to plan for

By Kevin Murphy

The chancellor’s office has attempted to take the California
State University system into the
21st century with a new commit-

electronic learni:

Mark Nelson, the Associated
Student Council natural resources and

sciencesrepresentative,

tee toimprove education through
electronic media.

is the only
student to sit
on the com-

Project Direct Electronic
Learn-

ing Teaching Alternative is asubcommittee of the Commission
on Learning Resources and Instructional Technology. The
commission advises the chancellor on effective uses of instructional technologies.
Project DELTA was created to
help use information technology
to meet the projected 30,000 student increase in the CSU system
by the year 2005 at a reasonable
cost.

With databases like Nexis
Lexus and communication sys-

as Internet

and

AMPSAC, a business database

and network based at Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, the face of research is rapidly changing.

AWG

said.

Many of the lecture halls at
HSU are already equipped
to do
this. The halls have
the video
monitors and the data lines. All
that is needed is a video condenser to speed and encode
video transmission.
“We should have that by the
first of the year,” Nelson said.
In a remote-learning classroom, a video camera would
send an image to the target classroom and feedback from the students could bereturned the same
way. Assignments would be sent
by electronic mail.

There are plans for Extended
Education,a university program
directed

towards community

members, to offer courses on
Arcata Community Access Television this summer.

If it is successful, all students
could be taking classes without
leaving their home in the near
future.

“The technology for a completely paperless society with
real time communication over

universities all working on a
single project at the same time,”
said Devin Johnson in a tele-

phoneinterview from Microsoft,
a software and computer technology firm in Redmond, Wash.
Project DELTA has three primary goals, according to a press
release:
e Improving instructional
quality and effectiveness,
¢ increasing student access to
higher education by making ac-

cess more convenient,
* promoting greater productivity and accountability in the

use of public funds.
In addition, DELTA

in sharing its resources, Nelson
said.
He also said electronic learning can create a viable option to
the traditional campus.
“We're looking at the proposed Fort Ord campus” to ap-

ply most of these ideas, he said.
Nelson said he waschosen for
the committee because of his
work with the California State
Student Association and his experience with electroniccommunication and networking.
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TOTAL LABLIMIES ANDFUNDGALANCES $ 208.860.

@ A report was made
Oct. 18 at 12:30 a.m. that a
man had a rifle on the 17th
Street footbridge.
No suspects were located.
@ A purple Bridgestone
21-speed bicycle was reported stolen Oct. 19 from
the bike racks outside Science B.
The theftis believed to
have occured between 7:30
and 10:30 p.m.

services and facilitate campuses

Students
of

should

expand existing programs and

ricae

acre

such

up offaculty,
librarians
and adminNelson
istrators
from 19 of the CSU campuses.
One of the current plans
DELTA is working on is a virtual library, Nelson said.
The library would be a giant
database with all of the materials on line and accessible froma
terminal on campus or through
a modem or data line on ahome
computer.
Another project it is working
on is remote learning, registering for classes at one CSU campus and taking them from an-

hmm

tems

mittee made

pening as soon as next fall.
“You could take a course
taught by a professor down in
Southern California,” Nelson

long distances is here. You can

have 10 students at 10 different

§ andDs20t,

@ A Cannondale 18speed bicycle was re- ~
ported stolen from thebike ©
racks in front of Gist Hall
Saturday.
ey
The theft is believed to
have occured between 8:30
p.m. Friday and 6:30 p.m.
Saturday.
— David Link
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Resolutions passed against
executive salary increase
@ The California State University Board

of Trustees proposed a salary increase

for CSU executives last month.
By Frank Mina

the California Senate Education

Committee, the CSU Board of

.The Associated Students recommended all HSU executives
deny any increase in executive
compensation Monday.
The recommendation came in
the form of a resolution, which
the A.S. Council approved

Trustees, the
Academic

sinedsLum-

«

Michael
Slinker, di-

i
being

fairs, said
McCrone

The resolution is in action
versity Board
of Trustees’
proposal to
increase the
CSU execuy tive compensations by as

muchas
$20,000.

Authored

by Jennifer
Rice
Rice, A.S.college of natural resources and sciences representative, the resolution will be distributed to the
California State Student Asso-

ciation, the California Assembly
Higher Education Committee,

though

(McCrone) is: not

had not re-

ceived

a

-

ie gos

some Sen-

guaranteed

oe

rectorofuni- type of increase.

against the California State Uni-

ae ce

only form of criticism the trustees have received.
The Academic Senate passed
a resolution to deny an increase
in presidential compensation
yesterday.
Al

The

versity af-

AONE ea

Trustees to make that decision.
Right now no one knows.”
e A.S. resolution is not the

Senate and

unanimously.

[$55ssad snd

MICHAEL SLINKER
‘University Affairs Director

bers opposed a

ques ~

tioned the
resolution,
it
was

passed

the

when

Jim

A.S. resolution and said he
Derden, a philosophy chair and
wanted to wait until he saw the - professor, stated to the Senate,

official document before making a statement.
But Slinker said, “(McCrone)

isnot being guaranteed
of increase.”
He said the Trustees
posed to have taken up
and if they follow up
original proposal there

any type

are supthe issue
on their
might be

an increase in executive compensation.

“If there is an increase,
whether it be zero to $20,000,”
Slinker said, “it will be up to the

“Everybody is getting laid off,
fees are increasing and there's a
21

percent

oe

e

increase

in our

president’s salary. It’s stupid!
We should just get on with it
and vote for this resolution.”
Saeed Mortazavi, business
administration professor, who
oO
sed the resolution, said,
president is just like anyone else in the market place and
they earn what they should earn.

See Executive, page 6
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‘ie still haven't gained measles immunization clearance,

_ you have three options:
1. Get immunized.
2. Prove you've been immunized.
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Fund-raising efforts expanded
to increase funds to programs
“We have found that the
things they value about Hum-

@ Three fund-raising projects have
contributed to the number of gifts

boldt State are the same things

the alumni appreciate — the
closeness between the faculty

the university has received.
As California has tightened
the belt on the funds coming
to HSU, the university has
expanded efforts raising private gifts to enhance its progtams and academic
quality.
Operating under the Office
of University Relations are
three fund-raising projects: the
Humboldt Fund, the Partner-

ship Campaign and the Parent Fund.
The Humboldt Fund has
made a significant contribution to the university since it

was started in 1981.
Pamela Allen, Alumni Affairs and Annual Giving director, said the yearly fall semester campaign targets
about 16,000 alumni who are

contacted by mail or by student-run phone soliciting.
Allen said the first Humboldt Fund in 1981 netted
about 200 gifts, which meant
about $5,000.
The 1992 effort resulted in
—- 2,000 gifts of approximately y $94,000.
“The money received by the
Humboldt Fund has moved
from oe
the margin of
excellence for academic pro-

and students, the genuine sense

grams to providing for some of
the basics,”

Allen

said.

“The

money is beginning to fill in
where state dollars have left off.”
Humboldt Fund donations are
generally unrestricted, Allen
said,
meaning

of caring.”
The Partnership Campaign is
another program designed to
transform donations from the
private sector into support of
the university’s academic operations.
:
As its

they
canap- “When : they ask alumni
e
pliedtoa

fora gift

wide

they’ re

:

"*m™°
implies,

the Part-

nership

spectrum encouraged to speak
of uses,
‘
whichim- from their hearts.”

Camaign
is
a cont

prove the

effort

.

academic

PAMELA ALLEN

climate at

Alumni Affairs and

the university.
Some of

Annual Giving Director

the uses for which the money is
applied include the Enrichment
Awards, Staff Merit Awards and
travel funds for HSU recruiters.
Allen said the backbone of the
Humboldt Fund are the student
callers.
“I have refined the training
but the students own the campaign,” Allen said. “When they
ask alumni for a gift, they’re encouraged to speak from their
hearts.

combining

the

North
Coast
business

and professional community
with HSU.

Leadership is provided by 90

volunteers — 70 from the community and 20 from the campus
community.

Since its founding, the campaign has grown each year. In
1983, the campaign raised
$28,900 with gifts from 171 donors.
The

1992 campaign

$159,130,

the

most

raised

in the

campaign’s

© Continued from page 5
When weare looking at his salaries I think it is unfair to say that
$150,000 dollars is excessive.” ~
Mortazavi compared the universities president’s salary to
corporation president's salaries
and said that they make much
more than he does.

10-year history.

Gifts were received from 436
businesses, professional of-

Dick Niclai, physical educa-

fices and individuals.

tion professor, questioned the
resolution.
“To single out acertain group
such as the administration, and
say ‘We are to receive compensation but you have to wait.’ just
doesn’t seem right tome. I’m for
theconcept ofthe resolution
and
I’m not soagainst the increasein
the president’s salary but the
timing of this increase isn’t

Almost three-quarters of
the Partnership Campaign
funds go toward the enhancement of academic programs.
The remaining funds go toward scholarships and student recruitment.
“The community now has a
loyalty not only to Humboldt

State University, but also to
specificacademic programs,”

good,” Niclai said.
Ken Fulgham, range manage-

said Jan Petranek, director of

development. “We havea

true

ment professor and author of
the resolution, said, “I would
like to see a unification of administration, faculty and staff
when negotiating for compensation. Everybody should get a

partnership with the community and university supporting each otherin many ways.”

The 1993 Partnership campaign goal is $160,000.
A third fund-raising effort

fair share of the $17 million that’s
available.”

conducted by the Office of
University Relations for
HSU’s benefit is the Parent

Criticism has also come from
the Legislature as well.
When the the trustees’ proposal was approved last month,
Assemblyman Paul Horcher, RWest Covina, wrote a letter to
the Trustees showing his disapproval of the board’s decision.
Legislators Tom Hayden, DLos Angeles; Quentin Kopp,
Ind.-South San Francisco; Art
Torres, D-Los Angeles; Hilda
Solis, D-La Puente; Tom Bates,
D-Oakland
and_
Richard

Fund.
During the past four years,
the Parent Fund has raised an

average of $65,000 with more
than 1,100 gifts annually. The
spring drive, started in 1984,

uses a combination of direct
mail and phone solicitation in
contacting the parents of current students for gifts.
“Each year, the Parent Fund

has a specific goal for helping
student
instruction,”
Pentranek said.

Polanco, D-Los Angeles, wrote

a joint letter to the trustees criti-

cizing the board for its proposal.

THE ONE
STOP
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FOR ALL
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10% OFF
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Medical Group & Counselling
.

¢ Family Planning
* Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine
,
fee based on sliding scale, insurange or Medi-Cal
785 18th Street
“JUST OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm
822-2481
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Fine arts contest

Be creative, submit art
All you artists get ready.
The Lumberjack is proud to
present the return of its fine
arts contest.
But just because it’s a new
year doesn’t mean many
changes. There are still a few
simple guidelines:
¢ The contest is limited to

Nov. 19.
¢ Short-short stories must be

less; it’s up to you.
¢ No previously published
work and work presently un-

appear on oer. If The Lumber-

neous submissions to Toyon
or the Raymond Carver con-

ona

cover sheet (name must not

jack can’t reach

you before pub-

¢ All submissions must be
in The Lumberjack’s Letters
to the Editor box (Nelson Hall

cover sheet.

time.

students,

full or part

_ East Room6)by5p.m. Friday,

tion or art, portraits or point-

1,000 words or less,
type-written
and doubled spaced. Include
your name and a phone number

lication, it can’t include your
entry.
¢ Poetry can be free form, but
must be limited to 35 lines or less
and also have information on a

HSU

and white. Photos can be ac-

¢ Photographs must be black

der consideration. (Simultatest are OK.)

Aboard of Lumberjack
editors and staff will screen and
judge entries.

isis your chance toshow
your stuffand gain the praises
(or scorn) of the campus.

Use it or lose it.
UPD

offers an escort

service. All day, every day.

826-3456.

Two For One

Cappuccino
Humboldt Bay
Coffee Company
Offer Expires 11/31/93
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Students will be able to complete their fall 1994 applications
at school computer labs, at home

the role of researchers’ views and
biases in determining the
predicted or expected course of the

to Macintosh or IBM-compatible

Castillo-Chavez’ research includes more than 70 manuscripts

De

Pm

Pm 5%

He MO

ur Wherever they can gail access

LYME DISEASE

computers.

Computer disks will be dis-

tributed to high schuols and community colleges for students to

Have you been diagnosed with
Lyme Disease in the past 7
years?
Are " between 18-64 years
old‘
Your participation could aid in
our research.
Please call (707) - 826 - 3573
Dr. Jim Knight
Mr. Thomas Shaffer

use.

The move is expected to ease

McCrone appoints
member to board
HSU
President
Alistair
McCrone appointed Gwynna
Morris, a substitute teacher for
the Fortuna School District, to
serve a four-year
term onthe HSU
Advisory Board.
The board represents the a perspective and advises McCrone

on Advisory Board issues.
Morris is the president of the
Humboldt State Alumni Asso’ ciation and is a representative of

the work load in campus admissions offices by budget related
personnel cuts.

Health forum deals
with breast cancer
The Women’s Center will hold

a meeting titled “Alternative
Breast Health Forum.”

The forum will deal with top-

ics such as cancer risk, diet, prevention and alternative therapies.

10 p.m. in Nelson

Alumni Council. She is on the
Board of Directors of Redwood
Memorial Foundation and is the
chair of the Redwood Memorial
Foundation Benefit Ball.

Goodwin Forum.
More information is available
at 826-4216.

comes to HSU

Lecturer questions

effects of AIDS bias
sociate professor at Cornell University, will present a lecture
titled “The Effects of Bias in
Studying the HIV/AIDS Epidemic.”

Castillo-Chavez will discuss

to apply by computer.

j

>"

2

3

aa

FOOTCARE
SPECIALIST

D*

Qa

f

. .«
4°

« @ Warts.
: © Corns, Calluses

© Medicare Provider

© Accept Most Health
Care Plans

R. Bruce Franz D.P.M.
822-2880

00-233-5472
sor1731 G1-8
St. ¢ Suite B ¢ Arcata

just over the footbridge, next to Subway

The lecture will be held Nov. 4
at 8 p.m. in Natural Resources
buildiing 101.

First town meeting
rescheduled by A.S.
HSU’s first town meeting,
which was planned to take place
Monday, will instead be held
Nov. 11 in Nelson Hall East
Goodwin Forum from 3:30 to 5
.m.
r The meeting will

=

Dancer speaks
before performance
David Parsons will be speaking in the Kate Buchanan

fimo, glitter, colored paper, and pens!

t
3%

Y [HUMBOLDT GREEN

¢ [APARTMENTS
y
¢

eOnly 3 blocks from H.S.U.
eFree Cable T.V.

01,2

Room

tomorrow at noon. He will discuss his philosophy of dance.
Parsons dances for his own
dance company and will be performing tomorrow in Van Duzer
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Tickets for the performance are
$15 for general admission and
$12 for students.

Scare up your Halloween with face
paints, plaster wrap, glow in the dark

RENE COE

give stu-

dents, faculty andstaff a chance
to talk to and question the
univerisity’s administration.

7 UG NORTHTOWN
ack
| AnYY ART SUPPLY

© Diabetic & Arthritic

¢ Ankle Sprain
¥ ¢ Ingrown Toe Nails
“I
¢ Heel Spurs

Hall East

Carlos Castillo-Chavez,
an as-

Starting in November, students applying to HSU or any of
the 19 other California State
University campuses will be able

and technical reports and has
been funded by the National Science Foundation and .

The forum is today from 8 to

the California State University

Application by disk

LitV/ AIDS epidemic.

.

& 3 bedroom apartments

ePaid water and trash

Some units have paid utilities
eRecreation room and laundry facilities
°Variety of Affordable rental plans
Furnished & Unfurnished

eMacintosh & IBM typing lab

as

eh aweane

public safety

Continuation of sales tax would —
counties and cities, and $1.5 billion annually thereafter.
public safety services, which include police and sheriffs
incl une toma dee aaa
ee
departments, fire protection, county district attorneys, raise an average family’s taxes by $175. They also
probation and jail operations.
state that it makes citizens pay twice for county services
The half cent would not be an increase, but a continu- and
would rather see cuts in spending rather than taxaation of an existing tax that would otherwise end. Assemtion.
blyman Dick Mountjoy, R-Arcadia, stated in a press
Amongitssupportersarepolice,
sheriff sand firefighter’s
release
that turning the “temporary”
tax into a permanent one is a

ent.

The uniform state-wide sales-tax rate is 7.25 percent.
The state rate will decrease by one-half percent January 1
unless Proposition 172 is passed.
If approved,
the tax would be collected
in all counties.
Individual counties would not be eligible to receive revenues until either the Board of Supervisors votes to
participate or the voters approve county measures.
A “yes” vote for Measure S would make Humboldt
County eligible for such funds until June 30, 1996. It is
projected to raise approximately $4 million annually,
which would allocate $3.6 million for county servicesand
$400,000 to be split among cities.
The proposition would add to the Constitution a statement declaring public safety the first responsibility of
county government. It would also state that government
officials have an obligation to give priority to the provision of public safety services.
'
Supporters of Proposition 172 state that the additional
sales tax revenues‘resulting from the measure are intended to offset
part of the $2.3 billion in county and city

U

8

Dirk Rabdau
EDITOR
WN CHIEF

tion 173 would provide assistance to individuals and families having difficulty financing home loans.
This measureauthorizes the saleof $185 million worth
of bonds to pay for a
signed into law by Gov.
Pete Wilson in July. The measure helps middle and low
income individuals and families make down payments
on their first home.
The money generated by the bond sale would help
extend mortgage insurance to between 5,000 and 10,000
for first-time home buyers each year. Instead of the 20
t down payment typically needed for a home

oan, the program would allow prospective first-time

home buyers
a down payment as low as 3 percent.
In Humboldt
County, a home listed for $175,000 could
be purchased with a down payment as low as $5,200.

the forgotten ballot measure, as
voters focus their attention on
thecontroversial school voucher

proposition.
Proponents of Prop. 170 hope,
however, that voters who turn
out to vote for or
i
voucher
tion,
.
174,

vienna

naieen ian.

170.

The ballot measure
would pro-

vide for property taxes to exceed
current limits to repay local construction and

the state’s children.
Prop. 170’s opponents, which
include the Howard Jarvis Tax-

Proposition 170 has become

rehabilitation

bonds for schools (kindergarten
through community college), if
approved by a majority vote.
"Ti cotuutanuatsbeaterothirds vote to approve a local
school bond eae the local
roperty tax a
one-percoal limit. Similar statewide

measures require only a simple

ty vote.
ents, who include the
of Women Voters and
the state Parent-Teacher Asso-

ciation, say themeasure
will give
voters more control over con-

payers Association, maintain the
simple majority vote would
cause almostall proposed bonds
to pass, greatly raising property
sa sae local debt.
™
Opponents also say the mea- |
sure would let renters outvote
homeowners, who directly pay
the pro
taxes.

While proponents afProp. 170

see a majority vote as a fair way
to decide on school construction
bonds, which have been rejected
with favorable votes of 60 to 70

percent, opponents say the twothirds requirement controls runaway spending.
Some people against Prop. 170
also say the measure would be
the first step toward quashing
Proposition 13, 1978's sweeping
tax reform eat Tenens taxes on
ropertyin

i

Teachers Association.
Listed

opponents

-

Board of Trustees,

ts and California

of the

Assemblyman Gil Fergeson and

are

Mountjoy,

of the Centerof

o hemes votedimunanimouslyto
the CU “
tion 172 because it will “free up state
i «spd
Mo

Measure targets home mortgages

Proposition may ease
school bond passage
By Devanie Anderson

as the California State Uni

University of California Board of

ge

generate about $714 million in additional aps

to

California
to one per-

of its 1975 assessed value.

The state Legislative Analyst
estimates Prop. 170 would save
the state several hundred mil-

lion dollars as local school facilities bond measures result in
fewer statewide ones,
this amount would be
among the individual
school districts.

.

Real estate in California’s urban areas is

_ Mostexpensive
in the nation. Because the

ing Administration, the largest

the

Federal HousFede

in
i the

United States, does not insure homes costing more than

the program.
cannot use ians
$151,725, many Californ

Therefore,
areas would

tial home buyers in the state’s urban
t the most from this

Proponents claim the measure w

generate new

home starts and create 37,000 new jobs.
conare realtowhors,
su
Among the bi
tributed over $1 ee
by Ted Brown,
Opposition to the measure is
Brown
chairman of the Libertarian Party of Los
blames the involvement of government for the housing
shortage and the state’s economic woes.
The bond measure would cost taxpayers approximately $300 million
to pay off both the principal and the

$115 million of interest.

tlt nal

half cent sales taxin the state’s Constitution to go toward

For the fiscal year of 1993-94, the measure is

~~

place a one-

of the state’s

re

Upon passage, proposition 172 would

adoption

ae

eae
losses that resulted from
;

Ae ACTI mba:
Natural Resources

TC

a
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SERVICE
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Having a ball
Although the turnout was somewhat low, the first masquerade ball for AIDS helped

scone of the artwork on capay om art Arena eon.

DET VaCveM mobi e Cle

raise several hundred dollars. Two of the ball’s costumed attendants paused to look

ct
¢oousso
grodconee
tenesrc
ace wettvcs
| orc came''

UCRTUCASITELOLUMT CULM

Storehouse Friday night and prizes were given for the best costumes.

,

:

CRTC OCR UTICS

The total amount of money raised for AIDS research is not known

Light Gallery Is collecting donations through the rest of the month.

yet, since North

a

eee

NCE ce

Tee

People could come out and enjoy themseives and donate to AIDS.”

J Now you can go to the library
without leaving your room.
ere,
Interactive

on CD-ROM

and video clips. So ordinary
topics become

ne

|

|

Tai

Bring your papers,

more exciting, involving
and relevant.

eee

and presentationslo

Fag in a poi of of
Speakers
and the CD-ROM

See

niemen

fa

ae

a

-—

extensive databases — all with the click of a mouse.

capable
othe dep. Wah
CD-ROM

vast new

drive.
inner
tt wl and
at ou wel td Me utr

Gmerk™ Color610
wk Mache
CDROM, Machnioa
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard I
CD-ROM technology puts libraries
of information at
PP

ee

pe

ees pty

cD
th

Visit
of bt

ci

Campus Reseller today. While
be

Op

Lond

ip

the Macintosh Centris" 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive _ discover the power of Macintosh? The power to be your best?

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm _Prices are for HSU students, Staff, end Faculty only. Proof of enrollment or employment is required. ncaa may

Be
Friday

7:45am at 5:00pm
&

Closed Saturday

Phone: 826 - 5848

Sunday

be subject to availability from manufacturer. The computer industry is fast paced and changes occur daily. As aresult,
the HSU Bookstore cannot be heldgesponsible for any change in price, or updates to product lines, after the

merchandi
hes been purchased.
se All items are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require special

ordering. Therefore, sll sales are final; no refands. Prices are subject to change at any time.
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Downtown businesses balk at piOr
~~ tae

@ The money |

State that people could

collected will be
used fo promote
the downtown
area to shoppers.
By Teresa Mills

said in the resolution that
it was

then started writing letters to

a public hearing and they could
comment for or
the ordinance.”
Brown said 42 percent of the businesses protested the ordinance and a 51
could have automatically

against itand why.

ing

le were

not aware that they could hand
in a written
.

Brown said that the businesees

did receive a resolution giving

information about the bid. She
the council stating that she is
“My big beef with this whole

Some Arcata businesses are
still
to an ordinance

y the Arcata
City Council intended to promote and
boost
the downtown districtby
col

it,” Brown said.

fees from merchants.

Under the ordinance, passed
Aug. 18, the district will collect

Fe

thing
is I don’t think there’s any
bs that
meee organization (the

) can fairly

sallatygr
the oe ger a diverse
group of businesses,” Brown
said. “Let businesses
fulfill their
own needs as
feel necessary and spend their money in
organizations that they sup-

en

tame

can

a

passed. ee
she
guess about
gta
of the businesses
are
ordinance, about
30 percent for it and about 10 percent are
unsure,
Kevin Johnson, co-owner of

Solutions,
said, “I think it’s

an annual fee of $50 to $400

t a state law that

them to notify businesses of the
proper procedure to hand in
written protests before an ordinance is passed.
“In the ordinance it did not

es

businesses
suggestedthe
boundaries be
about

nance.

enlarging
g the distristrict,
c
t
,
but
be
cause many businesses in the
enlarged area

discon-

= with this, it dismissed the
idea.
“The Main Street
a national program sat “apn
's

tremely besafidialiofor anold historical town like ours,” Harris
said. “It’s proven itself in many
other towns and it’s a good vehicle in this town.”
Russ Futoran, owner of Wear
It Well, said, “We would rather
spend our $350 in another way
‘instead of
propping up Plaza
businesses. There are businesses
that sell products that people
need, but then there’sshops

Russ Futoran, owner of Wear it Well, disagrees with the business
fee, saying it will cause landiords to raise rents.

are so superficial.
“ How many of these
card shops doweneed?”
sad.
Futoran said this ordinance
oor landlords more than anyy else. “It will give them an

excuse to raise the rent.”
“Tm u
that these —_
that I’ve
for a long time
would choose to do something
that they know not everyone
wants.”

ae
8

orm

to operate under state laws that

Alden said.

says we can only collect the fees

that we need to do the work; we
can’t over-collect.”

pleted, th Clty can eallct toe
te pact ie one will be

“There is no blank check be-

about it,”
ve

ned

bu
the money, even
fore they've collected it from
us.”

The Council will hold its final

Spon

at7p.m.onNov.

ee
or not to approve
ordinance.

es ame

io

tice

2 See Cpe
a

cluded in the 1993-94 city bud-

true,”

Blaser said. “However,
we have

geen

WETSUITS

* Bape < eb ReeoFPeE RO BO

oundsLeepér at HSU, refered

ong

will be used
for

xf

new

FALL 1993

ORES

vious surface
that will d

t of the gerd

ey eee
Sree

on the amount
of im

cause the law doesn’t allow it,”

Blaser said. “We can’t charge
fees higher than it takes to do
bility that fees may go up,d
pending on the outcome of the the work. Once we get this plan,
then we'll know.”
master planand potential
state or
Blaser did agree that there is
federal mandates
which may inthe possibility that fees can increase the city’s costs.
crease pass the $10.75 every six
months.
at
However, “There will be no
the ottdlaaskateieecs
as giving the city the ability to automaticincrease,” CityCoun- Cilman Bob Ornelas said. “No
write
an “open
increases will be made without
“The presentationis reasonpublic input.” Ultimately, the
celaae athe
ae —
ore
dr
4
fein the har and to raise fees
in the hands of the City
anes
ed check. I’m
aginst ging (the city) carte
Tr deiesnatieienieleiies
permission to spend
the fee has already been inwhatever
they want to without
acknowled

oo

and pay a one-time
fee

gether by the city, there is an

ie Beas te

Fee: A way to circumvent taxes
© Continued from page 9

sae

two blocks because they felt.

businessés. up to 14th street
would benefit from the ordi-

iors

are tak-

ing place this week and all the
businesses are welcome to give
their input on how the fees
the ordinance will be spent.
“The ordinance passed and I
think everyone should let go of
their differences and work on
what our mission is for downtown Arcata,” Williams said.
Victoria Joyce, president of
Bubbles Inc., said, “Having this
ordinance passed meant tomea
way of keeping the spirit of the
oe
alive.
“The
Main Street
a response to the death obec
downtowns where they would
putina regional malland downtown stores would close, which
is a scary thing to see,” Joyce
said.
Alice Harris, Arcata
city manager, said, “Every business received a resolution ofintent. This
was done according to law. It

Harris said before the resolution of intent went out, some

ERT

were cer-

RR

She said wo

we

—

OF SF OF

tainly heard.”

nance will cover roughly Sixth,
J, 11th and F streets.

ee

826-2887 ¢ 1191 Seb Se. Arcata

—

program's purpose is to bring

about economic restructuring,
design and promotion to small
towns like Arcata so they will
not lose business to malls that
open up.
Some of the businesses in
‘position to the ordinance said
there were flaws in the procedure used to pass the ordinance.
Lisa Brown, ate 20 of Solutions,anenvironmen
store, said the City Socscioans
C

protest it,

like it benefits a select few.”
The boundaries of the ordi-

RS

asm, many Arcata businesses
are now in the
of developing a “
plan” that
will decide how fees collected
from the merchants will be
spent.
Arcata’s MainStreet program,
nowin its fourth year, te ore
the ordinance.
Sue Williams, managerof the
Main Street program, said the

to pay this fee,” he said. “I feel

AT

Despite the lack of enthusi-

Williams said, “I find it ridiculous that those people
think
that they didn’t have
the chance
to
protest the ordinance. They
di
in the world to

wt et PREY

benefit

a OY

based on the
- for the district.
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B® ee not t q quite a ‘done deal’
on

hap

has

ee

ork

for fees expected
with the passage

of an ordinance.
By Teri Carnicelli

Expected revenue from a pro-

stormwaterdrainageutil-

ity fee, which the Arcata City

Council will voteonNov.3,have
already been included in the
city’s 1993-94 fiscal budget.

cicehigies planiden
orizing some of the

and
failed

ment in the past.
Tha city eg

a oe

ea

on open
ix o the 160-mile drain- toward maintenance
agesystem,whichhasonlybeen channels and creeks, with an-

in the past on a crisis

basis due to lack of fund

“The past
few years, ie

as

‘Here's what we like to do, but

other $190,510 to confined
<
wasuchas

terways,

culvertand

pipe

replacement.

willalsobe
an additional

wedon’thavethemoney,’”City

$64,000that
has accumulated ina

Councilman BobOrnelassaidat

fund from thecounty fortheJanes

a neighborhood meeting Mon‘day.

Creek district. That
will
_be used to repair the broken tide

Residents have questioned | gatethatconnects
the creek tothe

why the city is collecting fees bay, which has been inoperable

even before it knows what the _ for nearly three years.

—finalcostoftherepairs,construcThe ordinance also states that
tion,and continual maintenance __ the city will
petition the county
will be.

to dissolve

the Janes Creek dis-

The city will collect a minimumof $10.75 every sixmonths
from single residential

§ “Weneedthefeeforthis year
just to do the plan,” CityCoun-__
cilman Lou
said.

trict so that residents will pay
only the city fee, rather than a
city and county fee.

paved impervious surface ev-

will come from new develop-

concern about whether

including businesses, schools,

maintenance fee charged to

ties and $.0043 per square foot of
ery six months from all others,

churches and the city itself.
The city will use the fees to

The city anticipates $13,500

ment feesand$102,765fromthe

single residential properties.
Another$223A70willcomefrom

the city’s general fund for the

Some residents have ex-

_the fees collected by the city will

be used exclusively for the sys-

tem repairs and maintenance.
§ “What we'redoing
is creating

an enterprise that has a predictable source of revenue the city
Approximately $120,000 will - can use year after year to do this
come from the general fund each
specific thing and no others
year thereafter,asmalleramount
Blaser said. “By law, the money
of money than what has been
cannot be used for any other
allocated to drainage managepurpose.”
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Thursdays 9 - midnight

Prizes /‘Fun!
Happy Hour
Vionday Night
MOOT

development, engineering, the sciences,
Or in any of over 70 developing
and more. With a degree or experience in
countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America,
these fields, you may find that Peace
or Central Europe. Your first job after
Corps
will be able to use your skills like
graduation
should offer more than just a
paycheck. In the Peace Corps, you'll
no other employer you’re considering.
broaden your world view and your
And equip you with the
horizons for the future. You'll leam anew _ type of experience
valued by internalanguage... live in a different culture...
tional firms,
develop professional skills. ..and meet
challenges far greater than those you might government
agencies, and
be offered in a starting position in the U.S.
Peace Corps is looking for people
from many disciplines— education, health,
the environment, agriculture, community

Live bands
| eee

,

arene

ID DIANE
(fhe

i
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Recent

ku

PEACE CORPS RECRUITERS AT HSU NEXT WEEK!!
Information Table: Mon, Tues. & Wed., Nov. 1, 2 & 3, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., HSU Quad
Workshop: Mon., Nov. 1 & Tue., Nov 2, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m., NWH 232
Pot Luck: Wed., Nov. 3, 6-9:00 p.m. Please call 826-3342 for all details. Open invitation to all RPCVs and Applicants.
For an application or more information call Peace Corps at

(800) 292-2461 x 673
SENIORS APPLY NOW!

4975 Valley West Bivd., Arcata
;
101 to Giuntoli Exit (next to McDonald’s)
822-4861 ext. 283

N
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Sheriff's Department
employees are also
wots

red ribbons during the week.
Red ribbons
are available at

discuss
mental

tained atall Six RiversNational _ the front counter of the Sheriff's
also distribute ribbons.

Moreinformationisavailable
at 441-3537.

Forest plan briefings Red Ribbon week
held next month
of the Six Rivers NaForest Draft Environmen-

tal Impact Statement and Land
t Plan are

Resource

now available
for public review

and comment.
The forest service has sched-

for the public

in November
to providean over-

§ overseaseducation

sented during a meetingof the

Federa-

can Association of University

tion of
Youth.

The

Humboldt

Sheriff's
Drug Abuse

County

Service exchange
teacher; Ariana

name of someone they love and

Thai AFS student attending

will take place Nov. 9in the same
pene sa —
at the Redwood
Acres
The Draft oi dacs five
alternatives for

versalNational

958,500
-acre Six Rivers

alternativeisthe

the proposed LRMP,

The
Jampohn,

The celebra
thistion
year encourages everyone to sign the
back of a red ribbon with the

Arcata
High this

Officers Paul Jones

at Colleg
of the e
Red-

at 839-0123.

year.

by Martha Manier,an HSU as-

vation Corps

Locally brewed ales
receive

medals

Festival in Denver earlier this

Brewery won a bronze for its

Redwood National Park Su-

perintendent Bill Ehorn announced Thursday thatthepark

gold
Co. wasawardeda
medal for their pale ale.
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The Humboldt Brewing Co.

won a silver medal for its Red
Downtown Brown.
In other news, Sierra Nevada

OMT
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If you hate spinach
£J and love cardboard 2 for 1 pizzas |
(
Tomaso’s is not the place for you «
S

=§
~

How can a restaurant succeed
|
featuring spinach?

)))
y

~'Tomaso’s has been the spinach capitol of Humboldt County for 20 years. People who
think they hate spinach discover that they love it at Tomaso’s. Pizza connoisseurs come
to Tomaso’s to fall in love again... with real pizza, whole wheat crust, delicious sauce,

toppings piled high, and served square, not round, so you get more pizza for your money.
You’ll find unusual Italian entrees, plenty of choices for both meat eaters and vegetarians

and great service with a casual ambiance that makes your meal into a memory. Where

else in America is your order sent to the kitchen in a tomato sauce can, dropped down a
chute? Meals are priced reasonably. The memories are free, Visit us today.
216 E Street - Old Town Eureka
- 445-0100
Smoking Not Permitted
NS

.

Consercontractors.

Nectar Ale and the Lost Coast

for new bike paths

tribute
specially-maderedribeign language and women’s
bons and Sheriff’sDepartment _ studies.
stickerstostudentsinmanyof | Moreinformationisavailable
at 822-4220 or 822-2548.
the local elementary schools.

=

Service, atte

most prestigious contest.

receives grant

Park

and Doug Pool continue todis- _sociate professor of Spanish, for-

=k =<

the

woods. The cost of the confer- month. Both the Humboldt
Brewence, including lunch,
is $35. _—_—_ing Co. and the Lost Coast Brew§ More informationisavailable ery wonawardsat
the industry's

The panel will be moderated

drug-free life.

Park

cc

National

Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 — Twolocal breweries won med=
100 of the Forum als in the Great American
Beer

Henderson,an APS exchange
studenttoThailandlastyearand
Worrasit “Keng” Laud-Ngen,a

for whom they wish'a healthy,
DARE

health services and the public

are invited to attend.
be held
will nce
The confere

willincludeSomsee
an American Field

week.

‘ageseverythis
one to wear a red

accomplished

:

Clinicians, employers, physicians, consumers of mental

gl Aas

bio 2 pple

care will also be

.

highschooleducationalsystems
of view.
points
from their

ent and its
Educa-

portation EnhancementProgram.

in the era
viding psychotherapy

p ooe-

erswillprovideacandidlookat

In Arcata,
the meeting
uled for Nov. 4 in two sessions,

2-4p.m.and7-9p.m.atthe North

mission from the 1992-93 Trans-

The ethical dilemmas of pro-

Women Nov. 6.
- Apanelofstudentsandteach-

ts For Drug-Free

tion

Coast Inn. The

health services in Humboldt

County.

Humboldt Branch of the Ameri-

view of the documents and an-.

questi

curving stretch of U.S. Highway
191.

Education in Thailand and

theme of the Sixth Annual Red

{

ate route along a narrow and

presenting aone-day conference
to assess
effect of President

is the Humboldt County” will be
“Say BOO to Drugs”
sored by the National

into a three-mile bike and hike
Pe eee
eran

;

= als
Ciinton’sadministrationpropos’
hia 7,
on the delivery
of mental

Aprogramtitied“HighSchool

Ribbon week, Oct. 23-31,

of
care

of Mental Health Providersis

Panel looks at local,

uses spooky theme

future
health

wasawarded
a $415,000 grant to
rehabilitate an abandoned road

eet

some public libraries. —

ce to

et

next 10 to 15 years.
The documents
can be ob-

nferen
Co

13

ee

which outlines the management
direction
for the forest for the
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FRESHMAN!

Just because teachers and administrators
have gone to college longer than you

doesn’t mean that they’re any smarter
than you.
The Associated Students is looking for
underclassmen who are willing to take
responsibility, people who can learn
how HSU really works and make a

difference.Take responsibility for
your education and become an active

participant at HSU.
For more information call 826-4221, or

East on aia 269 ett atthe Blue bak exit,
follow-the signs

come by the A.S. office in the South
Lounge underneath the Bookstore.

Open ’til 12:00

Bad was

reported missing
more
two
months ago. oat dine
father, Bob
Krebs, specula
a press
conference at Arcataa Poles De-

partment
Friday that she suffered
a mental breakdown after
her car
got stuck in acreek in Mendocino
County Aug. 10.
Hesaid his daughter hadamental breakdown in 1990 and was
hospitalized for six weeks. She
didn’t know who she was for a
month, he said.
Bob and Susan Krebs came to
Humboldt County after two
sightings ma
the description of their da
were reported in Eureka.
Thesightingscameat Waremart
Foods in Eureka on Oct. 11 and
near Second Street three nights
later. A tall man with long, brown
hair and a mustache accompanied the woman into Waremart.
Kristi generally visited friends
after leaving her job at Round
Table Pizza in Fort Bragg at 10
p.m. Krebs said his daughter usually arrived home around midnight.
owever, she never

made

it

home the night of Aug. 10.
Around 1lp.m. a woman
matching her description was
sighted by a park ranger
at the
Mackerricher State Par.
Afterwards, authorities believe
she drove to Mendocino Woodlands Camp, where her car got
stuck in a creek.
Authorities believe she took a
large rock and dented the hood of

her red 1990 Toyota Tercel in frus-

Fridays and Saturdays with

Late Night Sushi

tration.
At this point, Krebs believes

she was either picked up or abducted by someone.

Before the sighting in Eureka, a

woman matching her description

was seen by a man and his son on
State
y 1just south
of Fort
Bragg.

hour later, the

man and his son saw the same

Complete Sushi Bar
To Go until midnight.

hitchhiking toward Willie

The

ee was sccungaaes

7°

man who fit the description of the
pores seen
aremart.

ingg

Eureka
!

The woman
was

ex shorts, a whiteT:
shirt and a jacket. Kreb
said those items were missing
from his daughter’s room.
. Kristi, a Caucasian, is 5 feet f
inches tall and weighs 150
She has brown hair and ogee

Pendens!

ase

t was surgically repaired.

speaks witha:

JAPANESE

RESTAURANT

mole on her

An
call

cheek.

information
may
222-FIND, the: Arcata

Poles Depereaees

2120 4th Street ¢ Eureka, California (707) 444-3318
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CATCH THE TET

@ Computer network

brings the world
together as traditional
boundaries dissolve.
By

Devanie

Anderson
AFF

The Internet
is becoming the main thoroughfareon theinformation highway and
more and more people are coming along
for the ride.
On this “network of networks,” even
the non-computer-whiz can find information, send and receive messages,
download software and converse on virtually unlimited topics.
Having an Internet address is now a
status symbol in the business world,
where 29 percent of all traffic, not counting business research, on the ‘Net is gen“Gales

very efficient way to communicate,” said
Kevin Savetz, a freelance computer journalist who recently taught a class about
the Internet.

Surfin’ the 'Net
Savetz, who graduated from HSU in
1992 with a journalism
degree, said there
are more than 6,000 news groups (public
discussions) “on every conceivable topic
from snowboarding to tg
main-

{
|
|
i
i

|

{

Internet glossary

sf

_Cyerepace — The world of data and information that network computers
e one “goes” when usinga network.
create.
Download — To copy a file (for example, a program or picture) from a remote

computer to one’s own.

) —Autil ity 4
can
be
used
download
(
>
Wee
Electronic mall or e-mail —- Quick sort

or groups of priaed
Network — group of linked computers
themselves.
Modem — A device that lets a computer
computer or network.
Telecommuting— Worki
from home
computer, fax machine
or t
Telnet — A utilty used to run a program
example,—

!eee ng files on the Internet, which
private reeseapes between individuals

that can communicate among
“talk” over a phone line to another

rary, Project Gutenber,
using an electronic device like a
has been developed
in which books in the
public domain are being fed into the
Internet to be downloaded and read bya
‘or the Liorary of Congress catalog or an
user.
“You can basically get a book
for free,” Terminal software — Software needed to let the modem communicate with the
computer.
Savetz said. “They’ vedone‘Alicein
Wonderland,’ the Bible, ‘Moby Dick’ and more.
SOURCE: Kevin Savetz trestance computer journaliat
Anyone with aceess to a computer can
DEVANIE ANDERSON / THE LUMBERJACK
have access to free literature.”
Savetz said user“There are also plenty of games, places
He said the Internet is a
ce, one is
_ developed research tochatand
odes
talk to,” Savetz said. izer” socially. “A porte
acs
aie ae
s like Goerson,an associate professor
—
say as a computer expert in the
graphic limitations,
pher (“you can bur- : of Coneaer Information Systems whois
row through and
teaching a five-week course about the
Internet users developa uni
eof
canreceivea reply from
‘gofer’ informaInternet, uses it daily to call up Network
conversation, which Susdanen ery is
anothercountryalmost Community.”
tion”), Archie and
News (also known as Usenet), which is “more telegraphic” since body
as quickly as from next
Veronica can be
“kind of like a world-wide bulletin
is absent. _| really feel like I'm part of a
door.
LEE HENDERSON used to gather facts board.”
world-wide community,”
he said.
An instant, uncenComputer Systems without leaving
“It's starting to look like this promise I
Sharmon Kenyon,
of the HSU
sored link
to the world,
Associate Professor one’s chair.
heard years ago about having a newspalibrary’s information services departInternet was one of the
Thisnew Internet per tailored for your interests,” he said. ment, has taught faculty-oriented classes
few ways to get first-hand information
trend ismaking
it easier to use. A usercan
“It’s like an electronic news magazine.”
about
the Internet, focusing on electronic
during the recent turbulence in Russia.
easily connect with databases like the
The user can select from thousandsof mail, Telnet and file tran
Internet is the biggest and most powerLibrary of Congress catalog and the Natopics of interest and his or her computer
Kenyon said the Internecan
t bea valuful computer network in the world, in- . tional Weather Service.
ve anaesasy ——— articles able tool for educators
to “correcorporating 30 million users on 1.3 mil“Instead of navi.vigating
neni tales adozen
-_ with their faculty colleaguesacross
lion computersin more than 40 countries, computers to fin
rmation,
nse
Use of the Internet
In
has just
just exploded
country.”
with the number of users nearly dou- you can Ope in, ‘tell se
me
deforesta- in the last four years,” Henderson said.
Kenyon said that while the Internet
bling each year.
tion and
frogs’ and it will bring it to you,”
“Thedemand for this course
has just been
“A lot of people are realizing that it’s a he said.
See Network, page 18
incredible.”

by geo- “T really feel like I’m
and an Internet user part of a world-wide

No more spitballs

in

Paperless class cuts with tradition

your chair.
The Internet is moving into
the classroom, making education more direct and more cur-

vweariks la her dame

Sanne

ee

read international newspapers

and texts of U.N. resolutions.

he

ment teadisionel Sains ale

Williams
said they could “use
that information
to supplement
and make absolutely current the

s.
Last semester, Williams’ in-

information they were receiving
in the (class) text.”
Ph soccer could also Pad

“(Internet) democratizes

gi

a

n

peopleaccess
to information and

said a new assembly
bill
will make legislation available
on-line
for free.
Williams
said most people in
her international relations class
have positive reactions to the
Internet, but figuring out the
hardware involved “was some-

e can’t just expect (learn-

ing the Internet) of

English senior Margaret
senior

Carola
relations class last
but was,so
semester
by the Internet that she is

seems real

electronic
mail and hold on-line
conferences among themselves,

Another
tive aspect was
the environmental savings in

commenting on imported docu-

ments, current events and other

MELANIE WILLIAMS

poli tical science topics.

HSU Political
Science Lecturer
—

a

ne

“(Internet) democratizes access to information,” she said.
na seer

eee

ne

ee

ent

tn

.o to move away

paper,

comput-

ers can actually goneraten lott
a

me

ec

ee onan

en

A ere

we

hestohechianataetoe

assignments

access to information.”

—_

is not

in Willlawe’ clases dae on?
ter, but it is available
for those
who wish to use it for research
ong ommmnnnennion.

si

le,” Carroll

said. “I think I was just intimidated before. It’s just real fortome, so Ineed to go slow.”

said learning Internet is a
| nl
stone to getmore
eral”
ie

,computers in gensae et

s ates

science lecturer, gives students
a

“People
can read the information and comment on it,” Will-

SSeS
Samer ness ‘Satie

Melanie Williams, a political

colleen

issues
of peace and the environ-

"Teen keen Or
Through Econet,
were
on Se
Oeyy promeding
courts,

rent than ever before.

paper for an entire course, or

doing research
without leaving

—- up the governmental pro-

" she said.

anti

Imagine
not using a shred of

The students subscribed to
Econet,a
network thatdeals with

—

an etestihtalianncsttaln ssn

heavily
on the Internet.

schools of the future are user-friendly.
Ee Dowonte Sadamnen

Shesaid if computersare
made
available to people, it would

. ternational relations class relied

saanaccaoeee

@ No more paper — no more books
— no more teachers’ dirty looks. The
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Mathematics professor branches out
& A pair of forest industry projects

y

lead HSU teacher Howard Stuaffer
into uncharted territory.

be leaving enough trees that
windfall won’t be a problem.

TUMBERIACK
STAFF =—=—~—“—ti‘“S
Professor

Howard

Stuaffer has been applying his
expertise to monitor forest inventories.

One project took Stuaffer to
the Canadian
of British Columbia.

oan other is an

more lige

s team hopes it will

Tho

By Pat Kelley
Math

er would also provide

tal

e trees selection process in
second and third sate redwood and douglas fir stands on
the North Coast.
Stuaffer
is doing the statistical
monitoring of the experiment,
which is being conducted by a
medium size timber company
that Stuaffer refused to identify.
“The reason for secrecy is that
thisis
tially controversial,”
said. “The company
pan
maga
doesn’t want to become a political football.”

Single tree selection harvest
plans of this type are used in the
Sierrasand were tried earlier this

century
on the coast. This type of
plan was abandoned here because redwood seedlings need
more sunlight than single tree
selection lets in.
Stuaffer
said what this team is
doing different is that they =

rem

a large

the Canal ai of Ge aie
se

ani

younger trees.
“tad

beara

on aeakeieeel

the forest that is actually covered with trees,” said

Professor Gerald Allen.
ingle

several

trees selection
ts
problems,” said Profes-

sor Dale Thornburgh,
HSU forestry
a

also of the

department.

fall and shade.

Stuaffer said that what people

have tried
in the pastis to take30
percent of the
area. His
team is going to take 70 percent.
This would allow more lightinto
the stand.
He said that cutting the trees

who favors the
selection
, also said
too much shade will favor the
growth of more shade tolerant
species such as hemlock and

Patch or group selection
is like

across between clear-cutting
and
single trees selection.
All the trees
in a small. area, anywhere from
one quarter to two acres in size,

are cut.

Stauffer said the stands being
tested are not
right on the coast
and therefore
more shade
tolerant species shouldn’t be a

“Multiple entries required b
single ‘oan selection could be :
roblem,” said Professor
ks Sibley of the forestry
department. “Going into the
stand several times allows more
opportunities
for insects and disease toenter
the stand. Mechanical d
to seedlings is a possibility.”
“You have to be very careful

Fe

is

HUTCHIN'S
GROCERY, LIQUOR &

(Zi

“If your samples are off, you're going
to estimate ... more timber out there
than there actually is.”
HOWARD STUAFFER
HSU Mathematics Professor

when you go in,” Stuaffer said.
“This project is an experiment.
We hope it will work out.”
The other project Stuaffer
worked on was for the Ministry
of Forest, British Columbia.

Stuaffer was a member of a
team monitoring forest inventory sampling techniques for the
province.

‘“They want a clear and accurate picture of how much timber
is out there,” Stauffer said. “The
forest inventory is very important for making management
policy; deciding what to cut
where.”
Stauffer said his job was to
scrutinize the inventory techniques
used to make sure
they were yielding the best pos-

sible information.

Ninety
t of the land in
British Columbia is Crown land,

HOONRISE HERB

High Quality Bulk
Herbs, Spices & Teas
also featuring:

eCandles & incense
eNatural sham

soap

& facial care

"

eBooks, cards & tapes

eBaskets
eEssential oils & Perfumes
eGift ideas

1068 | Street, Arcata e 822-5296
(between 10th &1 1th)

Monday-Saturday 10-6 « Sunday 11-5

land that belongs to the government. Unlike our system of government-managed forest, the

government of British Colum-

bia leases large tracts of land
directly to private companies.
The leases require that the forest companies set up effective
inventory monitoring programs.

These p
are monitored
by the provincial government.
“Youcan’t measure every tree.
It wouldn’t

be practicable,”

Stauffer said. “You have to
sample and then apply statistical testing to find out what's out
there.”

He said there can be many

problems. These include not getting the sample plots in the
right
place or getting enough samp
In order for a sample to yield
good statistical information ithas
to be randomly placed and representative of the whole population being sampled.
“Samples sizes as small as 1/
5000 to four percent can give
what you need,” Stauffer said,

“But you have to be careful.”
Stuaffer said hiscrew sampled
forest and compared them with
information from the lease holders sampling.
The team found there was
enough discrepancy to warrant
a larger scale test. They found
the lease holders were significantly overestimating the
amount of timber on their lands.
Stauffer said he thought there
were a lot of people in British
Columbia trying to do things
right but in a time of budget cut
backs the Ministry of Forestry
can’t monitor the situation as
intensively as they would like.
“These things
can be very expensive,”
Stauffer said,“as much
as $100,000 for 50 plots.” He said
that in many of the more remote
areas you have to go in by heli-

copter.

One of the problems Stauffer’s

MOSKOV VODKA F”
1.75 LTR
$9.99

team raninto wasa
for
the test plots
to be placed close to
the edge of stands

or close to

roads rather than further into
unaccessible territory.

This can lead to a skewing of
the data because road edges and
stand edges havea

different veg-

etative make up then the center

of the stand. These places tend to
have denser
areas.
“If some of the ee
tious companies in

WITH CHIPS &
SOFT DRINK
ONLY $1.99

are having these difficulties, we
can infer that the problemis fairly
wide spread,” Stuaffer said.
He said it was likely that some

of these problems were proboe
in our area.
“If your samples are off,”

Stuaffer said. “Your
to estimate that there is more timber
Therefore you would select trees
for cutting at a rate greater than
could be regenerated.”
SS

.
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Environmental watchdog
finds fault with PG&E
@ PG&E nuclear
newsletter has
Redwood Alliance

regarded as one of the dirtiest
pants in the nation during the
ate 1960s and 1970s.
wena said an earthquake
ong the Little Salmon fault
pe damage the containment
pool where spent fuel rods are
stored.
The fault, which scientists believe runs within a mile of the
plant and has had a history of
major earthquakes.
Peter Rigney, plant manager
of the Humboldt Bay Power
Plant, refuted
the claims that the
building is unsafe.
He said the reactor is safe because a stro
building was
built over the old building that
houses the reactor.
Welch said the threat of a
nuclear release would occur if
materials falling into the containment pool could corrupt the
fuel rods and release radioactiv-

crying foul.
By Dirk Rabdau

EDITORINCHEF =—<C—~s—“‘“—s—“‘“‘<“‘;C;
At least one environmental

group takes exception with the
assurances of safety by PG&E in
regards to the nuclear reactor at
the Humboldt Bay Power Plant
in Eureka.
Redwood

Alliance, an envi-

ronmental watchdog

group

formed in 1976, is angry with a
PG&E
newsletter sent to

Humboldt Bay Area customers
last month.

Michael Welch, office coordinator of Redwood Alliance, said

the publication was filled with

ity.

“lies and deceit.”
The newsletter contained an

He also said water could es-

cape the

article titled, “A short history of
The 65-megawatt nuclear reactor was decommissioned

in

1976 after 13 years of service.
Michael Welch, office coordinator

of Redwood

po l, which would also

allow radioactive isotopes to escape.
oe said ameltdown of the
nt nuclear fuel rods is virtually impossible.
i
Welch acknowledged that the
chances of the rods to reach the

the nuclear unit.”

Alliance,

questioned the safety of the plant,

critical point is very slim, but

said there still is a risk.

“When that earthquake hits, . everyone is going to suffer big
time. No one is going to want to
pairs about that plant,” Welch
sai
Welch wants the rods to be
taken outside the containment

pool at the reactor.
He said dry cask storage as .
approved by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission would be
preferable.
~—
This method encases the rods
in a cask. The casks are stored in
a warehouse and closely monitored.
Rigney
said the plantcomplies
to NRC storage guidelines. The
company has paid over $1 million in fees to have the spent fuel
removed but no one will take it.
He said once a federal re
tory is built, the fuel will leave
the plant.
Welch said PG&E wants to
hide the problems at the Eureka
reactor because the company
wants to avoid negative publicty,
Rigney denies these allegations. He said despite problems
in the past, the company is certain of the plant’s safety.
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Network: Paving the information highway of the future
© Continued
from page 15
“offers a lot of
ee
afford it.

ties,”
its use is
a

easier to use and more accessible.
“Now all you need is a personal
com-

puter,
a

modem (starting at around $60)

and some rechinctoiatcal savvy
2
to use the
Internet,” he said.
HSU students, faculty and staff can
access Internet
for free by. going through
the school’s network, Henderson said. A
student has to apply for an account
a faculty sponsor.
HSU
is connected to the Internet
through the system-wide CSUnet, but

cannot legally provide Internet service to
outside users.
Users
not affiliated with HSU must use
a service provider, or “host,” which provides a connection for a monthly fee.
There is not yet a host in Humboldt
County,
soin addition to the monthly fee,
users are
as they would be fora
phone call to the host's city, since a modem operates
the phone lines.
Henderson said a local connection service may be available soon, however.
“There’s probably a lot of people who
would be willing to pay $20-30 dollars a
month,” he said.
Some national on-line services like
CompuServe, America Online and
Prodigy let a subscriber send and receive
electronic mail via Internet, but lack the
tools necessary for looking up and re-

files. The Delphi service offers
full Internet functions.
The Net's past and future
Internet began to
in 1969 as
ARPAnet, a network developed by the
U.S. Departmentof Defense toallow government computers
to communicate with
one another.
Asother computers were slowly added,
the system evolved into the collection of
interconnecting networks that is today.
Savetz said, “People just kept plugging
their computers together until it became
an integrated system.”
Nooneis “in
” of Internet, which
is funded by government subsidies, businesses, research grants and grants from
the National Science Foundation.
“There is no ‘Internet, Incorporated,’”

Savetz said. “It’s a worldwide anarchy of
information,” loosely governed by the
volunteer Internet Society in Reston, Va.

Many who have been following the

trend fear the yearsof self-regulation may
be coming to an end.
Internet may eventually become
privatized and administered by cable or
phone companies, which would charge
for the service.
“I thinka future trend will be that cable

companies will start offering an Internet

connection,” Henderson said.
The U.S. Government has been show.
a renewed interest in the capabilities
ternetand
Vice President Albert Gore
is pushing the idea of information superhighways funded by the federal government and built and managed by private
industry.

The largest selection of all types of fishing gear and
accessories
on the Northcoast.

E
*

°Salt & freshwater tackle
“Fly fishing tackle & Accessories
Fly tying tools & materials

Rod blanks & building components
Rod & reel repair
Fly tying classes

wide
Worldfishing
adventures

Books, T-shirt
videos &s,
more

eGuide service for Salmon & Steelhead on all Northem Calif. rivers

815 J Street, Arcata (behind the Co-op)
822-8331

Considering
the paper is due
tomorrow, aren't
you glad
were open til midnight?

.

We’re Cooperative...
Naturally.
What
is a co-op?

information for consumers.

It’s worth joining!

Aco-op
is a business
that is owned
and
controlled
by the people
who use it. A co-op's
purpose is to fill the

In addition to supporting the
principles of the Co-op, other
benefits of membership include:

needsof its members.

© Check cashing

You're not just another

privileges.

customer at a CO-Op,
you're a member, an
owner. Co-ops are

© Receive
the informative
Co-op's Newsletter.
© 7% dividends
on shares

responsive to the interests

for the past
8 years.

of their members. A co-op

is a community based

business that is democratioally
How the Co-op began.

North Coast Cooperative, inc.
(the Arcata and Eureka Co-ops)

You want to meke swe your project looks its best when you
tum
it in. And since you'll probably be working on it until
the minute it’s due, it’s a good thing we never
tum in.

HAPPY HOUR DISCOUNT

every time you shop."

others Rasene enamine by

¢ Make loans to the Co-op at

Co-op was born. The Co-op has

© Use your Co-op card to

grown through many changes
_over
the past 20 years, but

members today still support the
same ideals on which the Co-op

was founded:

ai
Support our
economy
by focusing on locally

grown and produced
foods,

© Promoting a clean world

and good health through
ofeeue aaae le pentang
organic farming.
foods

© Provide nutritional

receive discounts from

participating merchants

© Vote in Co-op elections.
¢ Serve on the Co-op Board

of Directors
eae
It’s easy to Join!

Just pick up an application
at any

register or the customer
service

window, complete
the application
and return it with a minimum
investment
of only $25.
™

Fair Share Members only.

Join Us...
@

10% Student Discount with student [.D.
( Not valid with other offers, postage, shipping & CourseW orks packets )

the copy center
:

rice and beans in bulk direct
cost and divided the food. This

from suppliers. They split the
and renting a storefront in

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT

%

supermarkets - banded together

to buy staples like organic flour,

led to pooling their resources

4¢ copies on self-serve
copiers
(‘7pm to Midnight - Sunday through Thursday )

Open Early, Open Late, Open 7 Days
1618 G St., ARCATA 822-8712

began as a “buying club”. In
1973, a group of HSU students tired of paying high prices for
poor quality foods if

© Receive
a 2% discount

Arcata. As

3

and become a part of the cooperative spirit!

day, Oct.
27, 1993

SURVIVALSKit
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For its sixthanniv:
tenders Sicduonne

,Prealae a

children’s show and an adult
isos
version of its
un

ouse, including rec-

reations of scenes from
Exorcist,” “Frankenstein” and
“Halloween.”
Since 1987, Pretenders Productions has existed as an out-

volunteers
of differentagesar
backgrounds, making costumes, creating
sets and acting.
Costume director and art
sophomore Laura Hart is fin-

ishing her first year with Pre-

Ghouls,

uses any money it makes to further the next year's haunted
house.
Art senior Lance Beard has
been with Pretenders for four
years. Hisemphasis
in studio art
contributed
have
and sculpture
to the scenes at the Haunted
House.
to Arcata,” Beard said. “Klaus
and Imade
Larsen (setd:
a room with a wall of faces. We
the folbecame more ambitious
lowing year —
made a

more costumes for next season,” Hart said.
Since Pretenders has the

woman

to a worm.

We accomplished alot together.

short time before Halloween, a

We madea monster thatisin
the
last room and the climax of the
show.”
;

Me

createmore

buildingon the Plaza for sucha

eahad aioe

get
on
“| think we got the building
on Oct. 1,” Hart said. “Wehave
between 30 and 50 volunteers.

We are always encouraging
le to join us.”
Aside from the Haunted

House, Pretenders may be

its productions for
broadening
the future.

“It’s not my brainchild, but

we ‘ =

- ice ~~

talking about dolike
st
onderland’ or

What: Haunted House
When: 9 p.m. to
, Oct. 21-23
' and 28-31
Tickets: $3, $5 on
Halloween

it ue years ago when I mobe

tenders Productions. Aside
from making the costumes,
she
is in one of the scenes called
“The Pod People.”

“They've asked me to do

Guts,
Gore & more

This year Pretenders
strives to
cal thrill-

ers for the scenes rather than just
blood and guts.

the house increaseseach

This year 50

ie senda

<i.

en
On
attendance.
in
400
had
loween,
more than 1,000 are expected to attend.
More than 12,000
have
Ppecsad
,
Ha
the
omens
since its beginning

Soo

more

to at-

Before a set is created, an idea ;
and then the
must be

set is approved by other members.

“If you have
an idea, you can
doit.” Beard said. “Some pe

get discouraged, but

y

you have free rein to do anything but something dangerous

hurt other members.”
thatmight

The amountof people attend-

Terrifying more than 12,000

like “Aliens.” But what Pretend-

vlads tsfendstendliee up la
visual and performing arts and
innovation.

ie

olnee its

b

i.

Metacat on tre Piems tertnen « adiaen te heton
since 1987. This year's Haunted House will display a 12foot monster, above, created by two HSU students.
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Inka Inka

Reggae from the heart

oat

“Some of the world’s most re-

By Tammy Wittier

lridays 4 - Upm
Every Friday we feature a Special Premiere Draft Ale

or Beer. Order the pint beer of the night for $3.50

and keep the monogrammed pint glass! Ail refills

pint. Come with friends, order a pitcher
per 0
are $2.5
for only $10, and keep 2 monogrammed pint glasses
...fefills are just $5 a pitcher.
Oe

a

When you order the special draft, enjoy our
.
Happy Hour Appetizer Special
“Wings, Rings & Fries” (reg. $3) for only $1.50!

to ever come out of the United

After
vin’ at
on
the River
in A
ing the
release of its
second CD titled “Reconsider,”
Bay Area-based band Inka Inka
is bound for Humboldt County
to perform more of its energetic,
authentic roots reggae.
Inka Inka, from the African
word meaning “to give,” incorporates the and’ s eight-man

States.”

Lead singerTodd “Spiderman”
Wilder compared the group's
to the roots reggae sounds
Bob
rather than the
hip-hop beat of UB40.
“I believe the music (reggae
music)
was written to be
a particular
way. It’s
not that :
imitating
it, but it feels strange
e music in my normal
circle of talent with Jamaican influences of Bob Marley, Peter voice,” Wilder said in a press
Toshand Alrelease.
don’t
“Tf
Sl
gum
ha Blondy

o create ye

&

oncert

exci

love he

;

you're

rae
Preview
audiences of | Who: inka inka .
all ages.

Publicist

Howie Nave

Where: Kate Buchanan Room

slums Sauraie os

saidinatele-

general, $4 students:

| Avaliable: New Outdoor Store
University Ticket Office, Works in
phone inter- | cota
A
and Sulehe

view that the
group “is really fun to watch live—youget
really drawn into it.”
The band’s debut album
“Wake Up!” was voted into the
Top 10 for best independent
reggae albums by Reggae Report Magazine.
According to a press release,
pen until 10pm Mon
"$528 dine Pid: Arcata +| 822- 1050
“We're Your Late Night Restaurant”
ee

criticsare

doing

you're not going to last long

because

your

heart and soul

| isn’t

in

it,”

Wilder said ina

telephone interview from the
Bay Area.
Sporting
names
like
rman, Brother Red Hawk,
Dr. Allen , Monkey Man
Mungaray, Fazer, Mozo , Corby
and Sticky, Inka Inka brings to
the stage and its audience an
exciting and addictive beat created bya variety of instruments.

“I hope I’m never seen as
-someone
who just sings songs,”
Wilder said. “1 havea lot to say
and since I don’t want to waste

any
SF

ds

I keep the

v7

pl y music because I feel
have no choice,” Wilder
seid. “When a musician loves it
that much they don’t play because they want to, but
because

have no other choice.

I have the ability to influence people a
that’s
7
eae
he sai
at HSU
raat
an Wilder said the
was pleased at the great
turnout.

The band recently

finished a

three month tour of the United

States and Canada,

in 71 cities in 91
days and is
working on tracks for its next
album.

ok

tal said the band, which

together pe five
years, works well
“It’s a combination ee working with each other and also giving each other space when
needed.”
Acco
to Nave, the band
just finished
a three-song disc
“just recorded for labels,” which
includes a cover of “Why can’t
we be friends” by War.

Sun

KXGO Welcomes

a

> SPIRIT]

TP

with special guests THE GUITARS

Sth and F - Eureka
aia

Thursday November 4
Door opens at 7pm

PRESENTS

Show starts at 8pm

Tickets are only $10
Ticket Outlets:
Arcata - Peoples Records
The Metro

Eureka - The Country Club
The Works
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ny Mahal/ Style without orginality
Buddy Guy. He hasalso worked
with artists such as Brian Ferry
and the Smiths.
dit banana
has talot
in the

"The first
first song “Blues Ain’t

that Taj Mahal has a single oc-

By Kevin Murphy

tave vocal

Filling
in on some of the other
instruments are lan McLagen of
the Rolling Stones on keyboard,
Little Feat’s Richie Hayward on
drums, Bonnie Raitt’s guitarist,
Johnny Lee Schell and Linda
Ronstadt’s bassist, Bob Glaub.
Together they
astrong beat
to some traditional
blues.
As for the album itself, mostof
the credit should go to producer

ing lyrics and the Stray Cats’

attitude together
in one package

of mostly cover son
The highlight of e album is

the tightness of the swinging

and blues band.
e strength and sharpness of
section

helps the listener ignore the fact

THURS

piano,

voice.

‘n’ roll, Robert Johnson’s wail-

m horn

The

pla
t’s Bill
Sadosochen
anddstyleto TajMabal'

Taj Mahal’s “Dancing the
Blues” breaks
the traditional blues attitude with
a combination of s ptdsnece
The new
brings
Sasi
a
bination of Chuck Berry’s rock

rh
as

range.

John Porter.
.

OCT

Porter has produced albums
for blues singers Otis Rush and

28
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Redding/Carla Thomas duet
“Mockingbird” neitherimitates
the original nor adds anything
new. It just sort of sits there filling up four minutes.
“I Can't Help Myself
(Sugarpie Honeybunch)” is another mediocre attempt at a
cover. Although the sound is
and the music is better
the original, it lacks the
feeling the Four Tops put into it.
“Dancing The Blues” isa great
example of bringing different
styles together on a single
project. It’s anew aspectof
blues

that has been explored butnever

conquered. Unfortunately, Taj
Mahal’s personal style is hidden under vocal impersonations, but the band does shine

854 oth Street, Arcata * 822-3441

through.

(under the blue awning between H &I St.)

SAr

SPONSORED BY SUMMERARTS
DANCE

,

James. Their version of the Otis

7PM

DAVID

- Mexican
Food
for here or fo go

OocT

30

8PM

AN EVENING OF JAZZ WITH

JOSH REDMAN /- PAT METHENY

PARSONS
COMPANY

$20 General / $15 HSU Students

One of the hottest tickets in

Van Duzer Theatre

contemporary American dance.

$15 General
$12 Students & Seniors

FRE

Van Duzer Theatre

NOV

5S

8PM

A BENEFIT FOR CENTERARTS

-

BALLET

FLORIDA

IN “ROMEO

& JULIET”

The greatest love story ever told, performed as you've never seen it before.

$15 All Tickets

/ Van Duzer Theatre

RN
Enjoy a romantic dinner for two at Abruzzi or the Plaza
Grill, before Ballet Florida, at half price.
Reservations are required.

INKA INKA

Half price dinner coupon issued with ticket purchase.

“Wi
i

Bay Area's hottest reggae band.
SPECIAL LOW PRICE!

Pn

ct banon

NAA KAHIDI

EI

'

:
ib DAVID LINDLEY
120 CHINESE MAGIC

REVUE

NO

music his new album is just another rerun.

wHard Way" cont
ccltiates jai
winaltbenieheand sto
about women, wine and rine
A Carribean beat, slide guitar
and flowing piano add a twist.
The three
combine to
make
a busy, fast-moving
One of Divelbain’ ‘iow points
is a
duet between Taj
Mahal and blues legend Etta

:

PHOTO COURTESY OF PRIVATE MUSIC

Taj Mahal’s style carries him 2 long way but without his own

eee

Nothin” is a traditional blues
style duet between
Gene Mahal

$4 HSU Students

@
bs

The Works, Arcata & Eureka:

worse tc
wera

_ The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

826-3928

22
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Theater quintet reveals a bitter taste of Ni icaragua_
When the Quetzalcoatl The-

ater Group performs, the
audience’s reaction may be as
dramatic as the play itself.
“The
ce is surrealistic
dreamy,” said Craig

Alciati,an

senior. “It can

be very emotional
and moving.”
The group consists of five
aging and actors = >
Stage to

e

lems that exist in their cociirtey.
The
performers are from
Matagalpa,Ni
acity that

by the

Se

SPSS

SSS

SSCS

CCHS

PHOTO COURTESY
OF CRAIG ALCIATI

From Matagalpa to Arcata, the Quetzaicoati Theater Group
attempts to share the problems of living in a Third World
country through dance and music .

environment.

In their performances, the
troupe incorporates traditional
Nicaraguan theater, which includes the music, dance and images from their country.
“It is a combination of the
physical
and the theatrical,”
said
Alciati.
“This is not mainstream theater. There are haunting bongo
drums. It’s kind of spooky.”
After each
rmance, the
group discusses the play with
the audience and answers their
questions about Nicaragua.
Once Alciati learned that
CCC

RR

EERE

ERR

When: Nov.
5 at 7 p.m.

Tickets:
$5 general, $3
students

Posey was still arranging the
p’s American tour, he was
determined to bring the troupe
to HSU.
When he returned for the fall
semester, Alciati began raising
the $800 that was needed to fund
the
performance.
ciati first contacted Arapata

E ESR

eee

ee

een

“He wanted to su
said Alciati, “but he
a lot of money.

aan so appealin
“Here, you get the feeling that
it’s a war down there. But when
I was there I saw that it’s just
regular
e living their lives.
They’ ad ter ering ioe all of this
political rhetoric that they’re not
that much involved in.
“So I think it’s good for
us to
meet and see people who aren’t
a part of that whole political
machine.”

Multicultural Center.

it,”
didn’t have

Instead,
the Multicultural Cen-

ter has helped Alciati find other

resources.

“We are working
er,”
McKay said. “Thisisan example
of our effort to support multicultural education.”
While
Alciati
continues
searchinnae more funds, he has

eeeeeeeesee
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“Featured Brewery of the Month:

e eee

McKay, Coordinator for the

4,

States.

Through Posey, Alciati
learned that the troupe is committed to using the theater as a
way of expressing Nicaragua’s
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Ale, Rogue ‘n Berry, Rogue Red)

oe

has been deeply

nation’s warring fractions and
poor economic conditions.
“It is really
down
there,” Alciati said.
“There is the poverty, the
homeless children... and the
fighting,” he said.
It tas been Alciati’s _ to
bring the Quetzalcoatl
Theater
to HSU since he traveled
to Ni
last summer.
While he described the two
weeks they
t in Nicaragua
“apeiapiiimcutianlaagielenen”
Alciati
was also part of an effort
to offer assistance for the Third
World country.
“The experience was a good
way to see the country and meet
people,” he said.
ile in Nicaragua, Alciati
met Susan Posey, whohelped
bring the group to the United

by sectaon aren
It’s amazing how quickly

abreak-neck
pace withnointentions of
back. I’ve been
fortunate
and lucky to be putin
~—
position.”

ai

someone's life can

In 1991, tenor saxophone

yer Josh Redman was wellon
S way to a career in law. He
uated summa cum laude
Harvard and
ace

ceptance to Yale Law
He
decided to take a year off and

relax.
Redman
took thetime to check
out the musicscenein
New York

asa chanceto concentrate
on his

creativity. In the fall he entered

himselfin the “Thelonius Monk

International Jazz Saxophone
Competition” and won.
“I didn’t
to win,” said
Redmanina

honeinterview

from his hotel room in Philadel-

soe

nowned
Pat Metheny,
drummer Billy Higgins and
bassist Christian M

Born in 1969 in Berkeley,

Redman was
he the

to music
of his life.

father, Dewey
already
was

Ornette

was

a noted
nistand
in New York with

er

Redman’s musical training
began at the age of 5 when his
mother enrolled him in classes
at the Center for World Musicin
. He was instructed in

Indian and Indonesian music.

“The first instrument
I played
was an Indian drum,” he said.

phia.
“Originally I didn’t want to
enter at all for two reasons. First,

I though
that I had no chanceof

pi

in
kvaouteSap tego

vento

aia a the

“Secondly,
I felt that there was
something contradictory about
a jazz competition. All music,
especially jazz, is about self expression and relating
your feelings at the uence the
music. It’s a subjective experience and I don’t know about the
idea of a competition that rates
people on a subjective as opto objective scale.
“Idon’treally
know quite why

Ientered. I think Ijustsaid ‘What
the heck.’ That com: petition got

my foot in the door.”
After winning the competition, Redman’s name became
prominentin jaz
music circles,
giving him the 5 mp to
play with many of his idols, in-

Se

ee

4 was learning music alongside all of my idols,” Redman
said. “Basically,
I was bittenby
the music bug. I’vebeen going at

“Later on I played the recorder, which was my first wind
instrument. I also played the
guitar and the piano. I picked up
a Clarinet in the fifth grade and
then moved on to saxophone.”
While Redman said he never
had a role model, he cited his

father, John Coltrane and Sonny
Rollins among his influences.
“T’'ve always liked all kinds of
music. I was into the Beatles and

Led
lin.
enc
felt like a musi-

cian too. I was always
make music. I’d drum a

trying to
beat on

a table with my hands or I'd put
tsand
togetherand make
Pe
ehopiehs
lophone.”
While atin Berkeley
High School, Redman entered
theschool’sbig
band and combo,
which allowed him to play jazz
on a more consistent basis.
His academic studies always
took precedence over his music,
however, when he graduated
first in his class and enrolled at
Harvard in the fall of 1987 asa
honors student concentrating in the social sciences, a

music career seemed to be the
last thing on his mind.
_
In June 1991 he moved intoa

Brooklyn
house with four other
musicians. He te en the
demain
began jamming
hs
P
gigsona ona reguFor the first time in his life
Redman was immersed in music on a daily basis.
Two
later, his career is
still ad
at a startling
o He has
voted Best
Artist in the 1992 Jazz
Times Reader’s Poll and the
“Hot Jazz Artist of 1993” by
Rolling Stone
His recently formed group,
the Josh Redman

beet
te stm Web Se
bassist Charlie Haden
turing

“With ‘Wish,’ I wanted to
choose musicians that I idolized,” Redman said. “I chose
the group because it had something asa trio that wasdifferent
than anything I had ever heard
orexperienced
before. They had
a special groove, a special
mood.”
For the tour, Charlie Haden
was replaced by Christian
McBride.
“Christian
was on my first album and I’ve been a huge fan of
his fora while. He’s got tremendous musical sense and he’s a
master of hisinstrument.
Charlie

Jazz great Josh Redman and guitarist Pat Matheny combine
talents to bring a sample from their new album “Wish” to HSU.

isn’t on the tour because his ears

second man or replacement.
“Most of the material in the
show will be songs from the album with some new composi-

are sensitive and he has trouble
Playi in clubs and there were
ub dates on the tour. To
me, Christian is an equal, nota

ThetourendsonNov. 1. From
then, the quartet will tour in
Spain under Metheny’s name |

tions by both myself and

Pat.”

and then play several dates in
German y.
“Next year, this
will be
my priori
said.
ee
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‘Demolition Man’ |

Sly move for Stallone, Snipes

By Eric Souza

It’s good to see Stallone doing

aoeaioe ict
ele

“Demolition Man” is rare: It’s

a big-budget action movie with

jokes that are actually funny.
Sylvester Stallone and Wesley

Snipes flex their muscles in this

1300 CENTRAL AVE.- MCKINLEYVILLE

SHIRAI Ee

ee IT

PTET
Pitchers
Pitchers
Pitchers
Pitchers

of
of
Of
of

Margaritas.........csccsessssrecresee
De 7D
Sangria Wine w/ Fresh Fruit..$8.00
Mal Tal’S.........0..sssssssssssseese22010.75
Pina Colada..............00++....10.50

#- Order any of the above Pitchers and you'll
receive Fiesta Appetizers!

WEN

eT)

IHD

futuristic thriller, set in the city
of San Angeles, a combination
of Santa Barbara, Los Angeles
and San Di
Stallone p ys police Officer
John Spartan, nicknamed
“Demolition Man.” Snipes takes
the part of Simon Phoenix, a
psycho-killer with a blond
mohawk.
The only oe with this
$60 million film is it starts
off
with an explosive opening and
goes into limbo between an action movie and a sci-fi flick until
the finale when, of course,
Stallone and Snipes duke it out.
It seems director Marco
Brambilla can’t decide whether
he wants
it to be a typical braindead shoot-em-up or a wimpy,
intelligent piece.
Finally the movie decides to
beacross
between thetwo, making it the best Stallone picturein
years.
Snipes is fun to watch as the
freak who gets away with saying lines like “Simon says die,”
between gales
of laughter. Hisis
a
-than-life character who
competes with Stallone for the
picture's attention.
Snipes really worked out for
this role— he’s almost as buffas
Stallone, who hasn't lost his
Rambo

muscles

“Cliffhanger” role.

since

his

pictures —
co

after

My Mon Will Soot” and “Oscar.” He’s really
back iri his element. Besides, this movie is funnier thananyofhisstraightcomedies.
Denis Leary, a comedian best
known for his MTV commercials and his “No Cure For Can-

cer” tour, plays
the leader of the

Scraps, the underground movement opposed to what is going
on above
The funniest aspect of the
movie is the
yal of San
in the year 2032. As a

“apae

Reel
Review

Fim: “Demolition Man’
Director: Marco Brambilla
Starring: Syivester Stalione,
Wesley Snipes
Where:
The Movies

are virtual reality sex helmets
that are similar to the
tron in “S|
.
dra Bullock
is hilarious as
Lenina Huxley, Stallone’s part-

ner in the San Angeles Police

Department. She longs
for some
excitement and gets more than
she wanted when Snipes starts
awful plagues and war ravage
the city. A dictator takes over
his reign of terror.
and makes everything beautiSnipes
showshisacting range,
ful, tranquil and loving. The | guite, frean playing a senther in
world is at peace
“New Jack City,” to his emotional role in “Jungle Fever,” to
Alcohol is illegal in the future,
as are smoking, sex, s
’ amaniac in “Demolition Man.”
caffeine, salt, spicy food, contact
His next role will be a portrayal
sports and chocolate. People
of Miles Davis in an biographihave microchips implanted into
cal movie.
their hands so the government
Look for the tak cameo by
—, trackof where they are.
Rob Schneider (Rich,
the copy
But
this has stopped all vioman from “Saturday Night
lence, all problems a all indiLive”) as a receptionist for the
viduality. There is no real need
SAPD. While watching Snipes
for police so the future cops re- whip six officers in a street fight,
semble
direct descendants of Mr.
he says, “We're
police officers.
We're not
to handle this
This movie takes ideas from
kind of violence.”
many places: George Orwell's
Do yourself a favor — don’t
“1984,” the Rambo movies, “Tertake a date to this movie. See
minator 2,” “Star Wars,” and
this picture with a good friend
Woody Allen’s “Sleeper.”
aan = can laugh out loud
In
olition
Man,” because
with while chanting “Rocky .:.
sex is illegal in the future, there
Rocky.”

result of “the quake of 2010,”

THE

WELCOME

INN

presents

BrLL MorRISSEY
New England Swamp Yankee

hottle
w

Rounder Records Recording Artist
with

Introducing

FrED NEIGHBOR
AND JOYCE HouGH

“The Big Guys” 22o0z’ers
Anderson Valley Boont Amber Ale
Anderson
Valley Poleeka Pale Ale
Mendocino Red Seal Ale
Downtown Brown Ale

unplugged and sassy

« With your purchase of any of the above Big Guys,

gel

on AN os

Bak

DOG BAR”
for 99¢*

and special host

PETER BUCKLEY
Humboldt County's Irish Catholic Buddha

November 1, 8:00 pm
Casa de Qué Pasa and LIVE! on KHSU-FM 90.5 Arcata

Tickets $8 advance, $10 at the door

Available at Wildwood Music or by calling 826-608 1

.

SPORTS

to put the fire in his team

.

atitthough,”

coach Lyle Wilks hasmuch
os say to aaaieia aa very
|

ittie the

By Jon Chown

| nobig deal,” Wilks said. “Twanted to gotinvotved with

Wilks
toget
thrown
out of
- ateam
so I could get satisfaction from the team
—aallybur
oa
winning
i dikccancliaaia
never
was
isaperonal
record
forhim
Exley t ofsaid. which wreaeat diffrent weights
and becompettveagunat
is the fitness and

ani

ie

veel te enctneal epee geleeying conch

co

puts the Exiey cae

game against Stanislaus.

“If you had any guts you'd have called that. You've

got no chingaderas, ref, no chingaderas,” Wilks said.
a

game and slowly made
oe oe oem end and the
a
yellow

=the referee said, “Next time goto

“ back pocket for a red card.”

“I do

Jason Irion
man sai goalenpet

because

alot

7 -

of

ow om

Last year Wilks was near

“I shouldn't
have said that,” Wilks said. “I get too
emotionally involved with the game. I’m getting better

ng t@to soccer,
If _ tina

the time they’re not.

concentratemoreand really think
about
When

°
play ing as h

wich be played

little in the Bay

.

cutend play you rediby

can,

on’t want to let him

SO I keep

Area soccer clubs

back home.

|

‘t
as they

on them.

po
86a

»

won most of his matches but could not find satisfaction

from 1976
to 1981. In 1982he

—
’

have
raw
really

worked hard at it

LYLE WILKS

I was in -

assistant soccer coach

from the Bay Area as a

cookies.

é. I

plays better because of it

now he thinks he

when
he told a freshman in 1976 to wrestle for Coach Frank Cheek. he

female referee she should be

‘
yelling

you don’t get on them all]

but

but he fell in love
Wilks shifted his

tensity scared himat first,

t’s just another game for the ultra-intense
Wilks.
down,” Irion said.
“Ithink he might have been thrown out ofevery field — Wilks came to HSU

in the conference,” Coach Alan Exley said.

desire
to win.

socruned hich Sox Wiediling

with soccer,” Cheek said.

our

, tefl” . assistant soccer
soccer coach Lyl e Payer
7”

Wilks screamed from the sidelines at Sunday’s soccer

por tha to =
presen

an

-

“Liple ciomaciatians ha tanntatey of eos progeunks Mt

SPORTS EDITOR

“y ou’re
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Soccer coach lets off steam

Intense
@ HSU assistant soccer

, Oct. 27, 1993

00,” Wilks
- Wilks played

soccer at

coach Chris Hopper, who he had

HSU

soccer

y been

in any of his winning.

See Wilks,
page 27

“If lost, it was the end of the world and ifI won it was

Cross country team boosted by fresh legs
all the way to nationals. I’ve had two bad
racesin arow butIhoope todoreally good
- since it’s conference, she said.
a young base to
Giuntini, who is from Susanville, said
support ifs veterans.
she chose to come to HSU because of the
university’s running program.
“I came here because of cross country
By David Link
and because I like the coach ... school’s
UOMBERIACK STAFF
good too. I like the environment up here
Four women are on the fast track to a lot — the ocean, the trees,” she said.
making
an impact on HSU’s cross counKim Sousa,an undeclared sophomore,
team.
didn’t have to come as far as Giuntini to
Freshman distance runner Stephi
attend HSU. Sousa is from Arcata.
Giuntini and three sophomore runners:
“I
I already knew the coaches
Kim Sousa, Sara Flores and Emily Chi—
ee
and I
ton, are going to
(to HSU),
already
the cross country

m@ Women's team has

“I’m just going
to run my
hardest and
hopefully make
it to =.

Northern California Athletic Con-

ference championships
t ie

weekend to

chase down
arch rival, UC
Davis.
are

“

notgo-

p

|

Cross

Sophomore

oer
Mills College

tational. HESU's top two runners did not
-attend.

HSU has a solid

ee

-

of women runa ae

ole

0 Oe

mayseem
somany young
eee
to theconference championships, but
Dave Wells doesn’t
think that it’s unusual.
ine a emsenae.© tt Gack 8 70a
is helping usat the levels that they

gre. This year we're a threat to win the

‘

conference title, whereas last year we
were fourth in the conference,” Wells
said.
:
Stephi Giuntini, a biology major and

the only freshman to make the trip, has
hopes for the team and herself.
Soria

good. Ithink we're

Country Athlete
Athlete

live athome,so

it’s an

ai

ee

always
wanted to go to
Humboldt.
“y knew
Humboldt
State had a
good
cross

wanted
to
@OUBA sndiwaniedto

Bee

justfortheride
. Earlier this

ponane it out.

to do really

going togo

ideal

place
for me to
live, go to school and run,” she said.
panes see cease
thing out «

Senne’

ordinary to prepare

this race,
with one

“T’ve been going toa:
who
has been
me get rid of my side
aches. The last race I got a bad side ache

than
I
was.
was.
But
(the
chiropractor)
has
been
” she said.
“I'm

to run myhardest
and
make it to
»” she said.
Wells also said the team was

successful
in recruiting

strong athletes in

tha ines ev of ated Peace

Sara Flores,a
_ major
from Bell
them.

omore business

, Calif., is one of

“I called the coach first and then they

started recruiting me,” she said, explain-

ing how she came from the Los Angeles
areatoHSU.
Flores ices her shin
as she prepares for
her afternoon practice etaas she has
shin splints.
“It really hurts right now so what I’m
to doisice it soit doesn’t
get worse
for next week,” she said.
Emily Chiton, a sophomore pre-nursing major from Georgetown, Calif.,
knows what she needs to do to beat UC
Davis.
“I try to focus on myself and what my

body’s doing, stay relaxed and run my
own race... also to be tough
and not
wimp out in the second mile,” she said.
“We're all
focused, I think. We
know what we need to do—beat Davis.”
Unfortunately for the HSU runners,
the race is being held at UC Davis.
“The bad part for us is that it’s on their
home course, and that’see
advantage to them,” We
“The good part for us is that it is going
to be sosweet tobeat them attheir
r
he said.

Gender equity settlement reached
the

By Jon Chown
SPORTS EDITOR

HSU athletics
might be in for a
The California State University

Board of Trustees and the California
National
announced

ization for Women
Thursday
thata settlement

had been reached in a

equity

suit brought by Cal
CSU system.

against the

The suit, which was filed last Feb-

ruary, alleged that the CSU system

was not providing
as many opportu-

nities for women to compete in colle-

iu a
athletics as the

The

sti

re

in

professional

alle

| of the female/male ratio of
dent body, no later than the 1998-99

year.
The HSU student body is49 percent

women. Athletic participants are 34
t women.

HSU needs to get the number up to
44 percent to be in compliance with

-

;

to add womens’
rather than cut
back
on the
Last Oct., Athletic Director Chuck

that
into ad
the aihiaue

program

be posse
as
settlement reached iebmule
CSU
tohaveafemale/male
athlete ratio that is within five

which

le would like to add

ties rather than cut them,”
What this means is HSU is

more ge der equitable.

es

as nearly
an equal basis

studies, under

physical education falls, said the university is looking to take a pro-active

Edu-

tes that o

ue

guidelines of the settlement.
s 10 percent increase can be
achieved by cutting men’s yengeeme
or adding women’s
ams.
Bette Lowery, dean of the co!
of

anew women’s pro-

gtam were soccer, lacrosse and crew.

Lindemenn also said that he was

not satisfied
that HSU was not doing
all it could do to meet gender equity
standards.

At this time, HSU officials
say they

are not really sure how this new settlement applies
to HSU.

“This settlement leaves
us with the

‘What does this mean?’
and
t’s what we are currently in the
procesof trying find out" Lowerey

?
>

NCAC

Football
Conference

Chico State
S.F. State
oe
Sonoma State

Wt
2
0
11
11
©
1
0
1

iT
0
0
0
0
0

standing

>*Pe.
1000
500
00
008
000

PF
§2
45
41
21
19

Last week's

WL
$3
3
4
4
25
3
&
0
6

T
0
0
0
0
0

Pet.
S00
S500
206
S76
000

PF
125
178
13
114
104

PA
184
200
240
184
227

Saturday’s games:

HSU lost to Western New Mexico 40-16

HSU hosts Sonoma State, 7 p.m.

Hayward defeated Sonoma State 20-19

7 p.m.
Chico State at CSU Northridge,

Pe
2)

Chico State defeated S.F. State 24-21

CONGRATULATIONS TO
ALL TOP SEEDS FOR THE
UPCOMING INTRAMURAL
TOURNAMENTS!!!

Overall

PA
42
45
47
2
2

AC

SonomaStatle
UC Davis
Chico State
HSU
Stanislaus
S.F. State
State
Dame

Soccer
Conference
wt
9
0
8
2
6
4
6
4
§
§
4
6
1
8
1
0

T
O
0
0
1
0
1
0
O

S.F. State hosts Hayward

1

Placekicker Raul De La Flor
tied the Humboldt
State record

standings
Pts. PF
PA
6
2
(1
6
2
§
72
18
9g
1 6 15—Sis«S22
0
14
1
9
9
18
2
5
22
2
8
33

Overa’
Ww
tL
T
4
«1
0
10
5
1
8
7
1
7
6
8
8
7
1
§
9
2
2
12
O
4
1061

PF
%&
3
So
@
23
12
10
3s

PA
§
17
2
2
27
3
37

for field goals ina
season
- with his 14th kick, a 51-yarder
in last Saturday's 40-15 loss
against Western
New Mexico.

De La Flor has four more to go

to break the conference
record.

Rollins released
HSU’s second leading rusher
Jerry Rollins was released from

Last week's
HSU Ioet to

the football team by Coach
Whitmire.
Whitmire said that Rollins
wanted to be the tailback, Percy
McGee’s position, instead of

“A” Soccer: THI Humboldt
“B” Soccer: Speedball
“BB” Soccer: Cameroon

playing the fullback.

“Tm
to head off a divisive situation,” he said.

reed had rushed for 282
s and was aver:
over

“A” Volleyball: Combinations
‘“B” Volleyball: Spazmz
6 Foot/Under Bask.: Gym Rats
“B” Basketball: Gym Rats
“C” Basketball: M. Mertens
Women’s Basketball: Above the Rim
Sun. Softball: The Hummers
Mon. Softball: Schtumpy
Tue. Softball: Easy Ed’s
Wed. Softball: Mission Impossible
Thurs. Softball: Foul Play

Genes
the NCAC

the week Sept. 11th,

Jia—/

Volleyball - Tue. 9-10pm
Sun. 1:30-4:30pm

rush-

ing for 127 yards against WestConference
w
L
7
0
5
1
5
2
4
3
2
6
2
6
0
7

UC Davis
Sonoma State
Chico State
S.F. State
HSU
Stanisiaus
Hayward State
Last week’s

s

Pet.
1.000
833
714
571
250
250
.000

Overall
w
L
6
4
16
865
17
10
10
12
4
20
7
16
3
20

Pet.
769
762
630
455
~—s««.67
304
130

HSU lost to UC Davis 3-0, lost to Stanisiaus
3-0
Chico State lost to CSU Sacramento 3-0, lost to Sonoma State 3-0
Stanislaus lost to S.F. State 3-0, lost UC Davis 3-1
State lost 3-2 to Menlo College, beat Mills College 3-1
S.F. State beat Hayward State 3-0, lost to Stanisiaus
3-1
0 oh at cae
ae

DROP-IN
RECREATION

ewes tanta
offensive player of

nee

S.F. State at Menlo College
Frida

HSU
Sonoma State
Stanislaus
at Master's College
Saturday
HSU

hosts Hayward
State

Stanisalus
at Biola

ern Montana.

The HSU soccer team split its
weekend series against Stanislaus.
The ‘Jacks lost 3-2 Saturday
after leading

2-0. Sunday, the

‘Jacks final home game of the
season they shut out the Warriors 3-0.

ikers lose
women’s volleyball
team
continued to struggle over the
weekend being swept in both
its matches.

UC Davis swept HSU Friday, 15-2, 15-3, 15-5 and on Saturday the ‘Jacks were swept

again, this time by Stanislaus,
15-10, 15-2 and 15-13.

DENTISTRY

Basketball - Sun. 10:30-1:15p.m.
Badminton - Sun. 1-3p.m.
Racquetball - Wed-Fri 6-10p.m.

Mark A. Hise

Ld

MS-DDS

re

1993 Intramural Intertube Waterpolo Tournament:
Sat & Sun, Nov. 6 & 7. Cost: Students $20 per
team: Community members $30 per team.

Deadline is Nov. 4, 5:00pm. For more info contact

Jaime Lee or Kim Edmonds in the intramural

ee

1225 B ST. 822-5105

1993 Redwood
Racquetball Tournament:
Nov. 6 &

7. Divisions: Men’s B, C, Novice
and Doubles.

Women’s B,C, Novice & Doubles. Cost: students

$5; Comm members $10. Intramural racquetball

players
are free. Deadline is Nov. 4, 5:00pm. For
more info contact Chris Olofson in the Intramural
1993 S

November 13,14.

PHILIPS

Cameras » Supplies
Photo Finishing

Tournament: Sat., Sun.

’ Meeting is Wednesday,

Nov. 3 at
» Room 148 in Forbes Complex. All
captains
MUST attend! For more info
11 or stop
contact the Intramural
Office at
by Room 151 in Forbes Complex.

Wedding, Portrait & Commercial

Photography by Philip Dresser

Water Aerobics - Students are FREE!!!

Non-Students - $1.00. Located
at the HSU

Pool in the Forbes Complex. Hours: Fri.
7-8pm; Sat. llam-Noon;
Sun 6-7pm

_ Monday - Friday 9:30 am to 6pm
_

Saturday
9:30 am to Spm
*

ae

a

.

The Lumberjack

Youth movement
Sagging team looks to the future
By Ryan Dunne

Reality has begun to set in for
HSU football
fans as it has become

that =. i

are not

to break

s

canetig stig of nadine obtsons.
The
are 3-5 and
they will have to win their last
wa

“eer mistakes have marred the record of a team whose
acer

conference champions.
After playing second fiddle to
UC Davis for over twenty years,

the 1993
the
chance to win the NCAC in the

Aggies’ absence.
That chance

"Feclitie will have familiar faces around him for the next

few years recent

tain doom for the Jacks, bright
future is on the horizon in the
form of underclassman
talent.
nome
tiestruggle
ta for the
man Larry

HilumNomeyeh oO Id

the reins. Hump!
hong
in the pocket
coupled with his
ability toscramble
Cc
Whitmire.
lotofco
fora

Whitmire said.

hasa
-

“He is a good

ary

talent incl

tandem.
leads

trechban iat guard Mark

doubles as a punt returner.

about Niemiec;
he has words of
praise for the youngster every

homore
de receiver Eric

the team in receptions and

ceeaeie Eiben leads the team

uae
Own passes.

coming
as been’ completion
a oy factor perP

ie

oO

Niemiec. It’s not hard to get
Whitmire
tosay something good

“Mark hasbeen
a strong force
on the offensive line, his play
has contributed greatly to
Percy's success,” Whitmire said.

Sophomore Wes Smith al

eld

if isis all P

“he op
Mala ‘The
freshman McGee leads the
NCAC in
with
an aver-

sper

may not come again as the

Aggies intend to re-enter the
next year.
Although the return of 4
Davis would seem to

of his

te Ghee

has scored all of

despite
“s six rush-

ing touchdowns
and is thirdin
the conference in scoring.
McGee possesses great strength in his 5-foot-6 inch frame
so when a play is broken, he can
still manage to gain yards.
“Percy’s strong forward movement can force the
two or
three yards every time so all he
has to do is fall forward,”
Whitmire said. “He is probably
the
pound for
pound
athlete we have.”
.
The offensive line also has

with freshmen Jon Buxton
Dyshun Beshears
will anchor the
defensive line that leads the
NCAC in rushing defense this
"Conti Whitmire is very excited about his
team and
the possibility of havin
Humphreys
and McGee aroun
for three more years to lead the
aed
as
“Larry and Percy both
have
tremendous talent,” Whitmire

said. “As their mental mistakes

la

eT

for. In 1985 he became

aiotaee.

Team captain Phil Rouse said
the twonone work very well
ned look at our coaching
staff as a human mind where
pn! have the id and the ego,
yle’s
the id,” Rouse said.
“He wants us to be intensely
gratified by our soccer
all the

Mental

mistakes have been

the key ingredient in the Lum-

jacks’
five losses,
but it is a
sacrifice for their future. Many
teams do notuse underclassmen
in skill positions. These young
athletes are gaining valuable in
the years to come.

time. If

down he'll

be the first one on us. Alan’s the
thinker,
the calm part of our
team.”
Players compare Wilks’ techan
to those of a drill ser“I

camps in different cities. He
said it gives him the opportunity to live a gypsy’s life.
“I just pitch a tent somewhere
and camp,” he said.
“It’s really neat because you
have different age groups to
work with.”
“You've got 6-year-olds,

them to rub some dirt on it,”
defensive stopper Tim Olson

and itgoesup
to 14and 15 where
you can a
teach them

Despite his rough edges,
Wilks has a soft spot for kids.

you just eo aa the ball and
ce love it.”

said.

ae

yelling.
If you don’t get on them

Xl the time they're hot playing

summer and presents soccer

whicharejusta
kickin the pants,

some

the little kids

patagonia’

not to be too military,

vain

Wilks travels to Oregon every

as hard as they can so I keep on
them,” Wilks said.
When midfielder Eric Mild
ran
by the sidelines
in Sunday’s
and asked breathlessly
ow much time was left, Wilks’
—“Hey, suck it up!”
the team began toslow
down after building a 3-0 lead,
Wilks screamed out “Get em’
goin’, stop strollin’.”

“If someone gets hurt he tells

CAPILEN E* UNDERWEAR

Sweat
climbers
are all

, fishermen
and
Skiers, sailors,
the same when you get down to it. Capilene®
Underwear,
available in four weigh ts,is uniquely effective at
wicking moisture from the skin and dispersing it.
You sweat,
it works.
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Sidelines Sports Bar
DP

on the plaza,
Arcata

oe i
-Th

8-8 pm

Friday 4-8 pm
' Bud & Henry's
Anchor Steam

te

$1.25

$2.25

$5.50

;

decrease, they will only im-

Wilks: More than a mouthful
© Continued
from page 25

BOLD
IMAGES.

1563
G Street * Northtown Arcataa ° 826-8970

© Patagortia,Inc. 1990 Photo: NEWTON MORGAN

eepenaial Schnapps

$1.25 a Shot!
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The Lumberjac k recommends:
No on Proposition 168

Yes on Proposition 171

This Sica would eliminate local voter approval
ow-rent housing projects. Opponents to
controversial housing developments would be forced
to seek a referendum to prevent the action from occur-

This proposition provides tax relief to people struck
by natural disasters. Existing law stipulates people who
have had property destroyed by a declared natural
disaster are eligible to acquire comparable new property or rebuild in their county and still pay taxes based
on the assessed value of their old property.
Proposition 171 would allow people to transfer the
destroyed property’s value toa replacement property in
another county that has adopted the ordinance authorized by the measure.
This makes good sense and is fair to the average

ring.

The Lumberjack agrees affordable housing is needed.

However, local communities should retain the right to

vote on the building of low-rent housing before any
action occurs. The state should leave individual com-

munities to make their own decisions.

No on Proposition 169

property owner.

This proposition would supposedly speed up the
budget process by authorizing one annual budget
implementation bill that could cover more thana single
subject. Under the present system, separate trailer bills
are needed for every subject of the budget.

Yes on Proposition 172 / Measure S

However, the current system holds legislators ac-

countable because they vote separately on every part of
the budget.
The Lumberjack also disagrees with giving the governor the power of line-item veto. While it may save
time, this proposition would only penalize the average
citizen.

No on Proposition 170
This proposition would allow county bond measures for school facilities to be approved by a majority,
rather than two-thirds, of the voters in local elections.
It would also allow property taxes toexceed thecurrent
1 percent limit in order to repay the bonds.
The Lumberjack recognizes the need for new schools.
However, it opposes a constitutional amendment that
would shift the primary funding responsibility for

school facilities shift from the state to local school
districts.
:

This proposition would place a0.5 percent state sales
tax rate in the state’s Constitution, effective Jan..1.

This would sustain the state’s portion of the sales tax
rate at 6 percent, which is slated to decline to 5.5 percent
Jan 1.

Revenues would offset part of the $2.3 billion in
county and city revenue losses that resulted from the
adoption of the state’s 1993-94 budget.
These monies would go directly to counties and cities
to be spent on sheriffs, police fire protection, district
attorneys and jails.
In Humboldt County the total sales tax is tied for the
lowest in the state at 7.25 percent. This proposition
would not raise taxes, just keep the current tax in place.

ical rate of 20 percent.
y Californians cannot use the Federal Housing
Administration loans because the maximum loan is
$151,725, a far cry from amount needed to buy a home

in many expensive urban areas.
Proposition 173 would make affordable housing a
reality while at the same time creating new jobs from
increased construction while increasing the sales of
home furnishings.

No on Proposition 174
The voucher initiative does not help to solve the
very real problems faced by the public school system.
Instead, it attempts to circumnavigate these problems by oe
state funds for students who wish
to attend private elementary and secondary schools. There is little doubt our public school system is
eroding. One would only have to look at test scores to |.
understand the need for an intensive overhaul of the
system. Such an overhaul requires state financial support. At many public schools, teachers use money out
of their own pockets to acquire basic teaching materials.

:

The voucher initiative would not improve the conditions of public schools. Proponents claim “competition” will make schools stronger and more efficient.
Instead, the lost funds will create a two-tier system of
education because it caters to those already with the
means to send their children to private schools.
The voucher would provide $2,600 per student,a far

Yes on Proposition 173

cry of the cost of most private schools. The children of

This bond issue would guarantee home loansto middle
and lower-classcitizens. The $185 million in bond funds
would allow mortgage insurance to be provided for
5,000 to 10,000 first-time home buyers each year.
These prospective homeowners could obtain a loan
with a down payment as low as 3 percent instead of the

proposition because their families could not make up
the difference.
Theonly thing this proposition would accomplishis
to widen the chasm that already exists between the
classes.
The Lumberjack urges a no vote.

poor families, therefore, would not benefit from this

Letters to the editor ¢°3
Letter misrepresented
Last week The Lumberjack printed my
sonannes
to
Pastor
Ford’s
multiculturalism opinion article from the

week before. The Lumberjack titled my

letter “MultiKKKulturalism,” which] feel
misrepresents the letter. My point was
founded ona question that your editorial
weeded out: What is the
point in
judging another person's way of life?
Andrew Jones

junior, journalism

Ethnocentric relativists
In my recent article, “Multiculturalism
and Cultural Relativism,” my basic con-

tention was that one can be a
multiculturalist while still being a committed Christian.
Andrew Jones, in his letter, reacted to

Feea Snag apn elas

my Christian-ethical frame of reference,

oer

tly

ine

reacts to is the belief in cross-

standards of
He maligns

and wrong.
s by stating

Christians.
One could counter his argu-

ment by saying that some murderers and
rapists are cultural relativists. If evaluation of culture from a Christian perspective is “one step away” from extremism,
as he insinuates, then his ethical relativ-

ism is one step away from anarchy and
moral paralysis.
Icontend that Mr. Jonesis guilty of the

very

heclaims
to oppose: ethnocen-

trism.
Wil am Sumner writes that ethnocentrism omen
ve — “one’s

own group’

center of every-

thing and all others are scaled and rated
with reference
to it.” Isn’t that what Jones
is doing?
Cultural relativists believe themselves
to be untainted by
and intolerance. What they don’t realize is that they
have created a new culture that is every
bit as “ethnocentric” as what

daete Skin
get badsrap

pose. They ridicule and deprecia

values of those who don’t accept their

pesek canis aha
to speak

wi

ay tahewe horteae
believe

for.

of idicule I satis oe relativists to turn
investigation
onto themselves.
:
Clayton Ford
pastor, Arcata First Baptist Church

Iam

tela

because of the

in response to the piece,

tatt

ieee

created

Oe

issue

-

Pejack oe
astor Ford wrongly assumes all
skinheads to be anti-semitic and racist
(“... KKK, skinheads and other anti-

semitic and racist groups ...”), no doubt

image of skinheads

by the aeaie

True,

some

skinheads are racist, just as some cowboys, businessmen, preachers,

women,

che are sales
"
_ But notall skinheads are racist.
the majodtty ane aces ancl Rik HRMS
:
:
:

See Letters, page 29

OPINION |
War/ Armed forces take all the fun out of it
caneetn & tig, bene

;

wor

‘stiiiliaaini

ee

“battle it out in the

buffalo thatis

roommateliteratureencour- ing saliva
and a
him
to join. He lookedat picking weeds in
terature,
pondered the at- on
back yard.

slats, sean

bat and the linemen

between a big, gang

do oe

trenches.”

America

relax, take a pill, The discipline

are

rampant

t

tense svete,
towin,

toconquer,toreign

The haircuts are far

supreme. It is this

from stylish and
could render new recruits
fashionably

“ attitude
that hasinfiltrated and sabotaged our armed

crippled
for the rest

prelate

thestreetsofourtowns of their lives.
They
and
America needs an get up too early
institution that
can instill
pride and
are
and
America needs a_ forced

Coemmarwiivetaene

sing

saluting,

tory for

p

by his-

thousands of

The similarities
are troops to their needless
deaths
striking. Butperhaps or punished by the enemy for
the most
t <daeiacrdadcare

pe

forms and, ultimately,
decided _ is entirely too rigid.
have lost one of its most
t military
minds.
Today, when drugs, sex and

punishe
by their general
d for

stot

program.
is, above all, a
game.
When
© people forget

sill

Bt)

this and think

oeof war.
out

es

| Winning

When it.

isn’t everything.

war loses the
makesitso
petitive

ee

charm
.-. itscom-

If the United States

its
of mean drill
mudwall
tribal chan
pushups,
i
ity food, no art shows, no

up

privacy, authoritarian atmo-

to go to some
chants
only
of win- sphere
and bunk beds, it is very
ty Ge maieg
in full
ning,thefun possible that no one will show
Sametieeande on te. combat gear.
is gone. Likewise,if uptoitsnextwar.
sti
that can teach its citi- Would
you join
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ism whenever and wherever it rears

its uglyhead.

see
UPS
—
except they dress differ-

Skinheads can be white, Native

American, Hispanic, Asian, Africancommunist,

anarchist,

democrat, republican, atheist, Christian, Buddhist or whatever.

I
sabond.

have known a Jewish
an

harks skinhead, His-

panic, Asian and African-American
skins. None of these men were antisemitic, racist or sexist.

Classist? Yeah, all of the skinheads
I have known were either communists or anarchists.

They were dedicated to making the
proletariat aware of the class system
and the need for “Class war, not race
war!”

Richard Wilson

Arcata

military and several

in paro-

chial schools, I
_

a university

would be different.
I was wrong.

The Graduate
Record Examination
was worse.
offi-

The GRE

re

the

cials to subject the student to dehu-

fitness and

official had to be in the

room at all times.We were seated
according to a seating chart.
We could not go to the restroom

without permission. When the test

was completed our LD. cards were

the score sheets.
We could only be dismissed at the
same time.

Is all of this really n
This
whole procedure was degrading, belittling and costly.
I don’t care if others have cheated
in the past, it does not make this kind
of treatment
ble, nor does it
justify the added expense to pay for
these extra precautions.
Mary Kostiew
senior, special major
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went into simply making the event a
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Death
is in the air. Have you noticed? It’s hard not to. There’s the scent of leaves

decaying on Sagunent anion e

ain Deas

You can catch a whiff

of wood smoke from chimneys on cold and windy days. The air itself smells
musty and old. And everything’s a lot grayer than it was in June.

Seasonof death

All this means one

. Halloween’s around the corner. What better holiday to

There’s just something about it, this grim and ee
atmosphere
that sucks at our souls this time of year. I happen
to love Halloween. It’s my
favorite holiday. I’m not really into Christmas because
b
I’m not religious.
While the gift-giving thing is OK, it also means I have to spend time with
strange relatives,
bp
ing
is all right,
but then there’ s that relative-thing again. Easter? Nah.
Good candy, but it’s a little too religious for my taste. And as for Valentine’s Day
... Well, the idiot who thought of that one should have been hung, drawn and
But you see, Halloween is great. You get to be somebody, or
for an
entire day. And it’s OK to do it! It’s OK to be a dri
oozing monster,a
pair of
breasts or even Satan. (All right, there are those “normal” costumes like
ballerinas,
princesses
and cute and fuzzy bunnies, but those kinds of costumes make me ill.)
And then, as if dressing up wasn’t enough, there’s all that glorious candy!
Suddenly
every store has shelf u
minke rece
wating.
ting to be boughtup
asd Gah oven to angrone in
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So, what’s the point of all this? Well, I just wanted to write a little about the one
reitibny Witch scachan slinoet everyetie. lose un tikonacet Gs & mie apa

Lumberjack Days will ever know:

And it’s a great excuse to throw a wild party. H's just plain fun with no guilt
—,

Marilyn Gee, Carissa Starr, Latreece
Brown, Tina Bennefield and Amber
‘Whaley.
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I admit, my vast appreciation of Halloween
ly lies in my darker side. I
have a fondness for evil, death, ghosts and anything sick and twisted. I’m one of
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The problem, I believe, is in

American,
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debates and the

stetieadeha Gian any Vecaoee Nant Cea Guana sad The Halloween Tree?
jot of candy, play some Danny Elfman and tea “The Halloween Tree.”

Berquist
is a journalism junior and Lumberjack
staff member.
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WATERBED,

3

QUEEN

SIZE

with heater. Look
like a s
regular mattress, floatation style.

$100. 826-1306.

LOWEST

PRICE.

NEW,

GUARANTEED. California
Certified Multi-Pure Water Filters. 0% financing. Rentals.
Free demo. Opportunity for
financial independence. Start

your own business $5. JAY,
822-9268.

COMPLETE WEIGHT SET
withbench,
squat rack, two long
bars, tricep bar, weider curl bar
and dumbells, plus over 200
pounds of weights. A great
deal at $100/OBO.

822-3739.

AUTOMOTIVES
BEAUTIFUL 1982 OLDS, low
mileage, runs, needs work.
Must see to appreciate—interior, body almost like new. First
good offer takes. Days 4427712, evenings 442-7480.

grey.

IF YOU DIDN’T GET YOUR
DEPOSIT BACK or felt that
you weren't treated fairly by
Moser Realty, please call Emily
before Nov. 3 at 826-1841.
THE END IS NEAR! The deadline for submissions to SCATOLOGY is Nov. 6! So stop
spanking your monkey and use
that pent-up tensionto express
your dissatisfaction with society and your warped sense of
humor. For more information,
look for our flyers around campus. And remember, “a mutated man can be a superior

thing.”

FOR RENT
TWO RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATES WANTED to share
downstairs of large Eureka Victorian home. Includes private
bedroom, free laundry facilities, huge kitchen, large yard

‘87 TOYOTA CELICA. All the
amenities: AC, automatic, AM/
FM cassette, electric locks.

Good condition.

HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH LYME DisEASE in the last seven years,
and are you between 18
& 64
yrs. old? Your experience can
help our research. Please call
Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573. 128

Hatchback,

and much more! $250 & $225/

$3,995 or best offer.

month
+ deposit.
No
Smoking.
It’s a great place. Call
for more details. 443-6101.

Please call 822-3966.

Ze
INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
AEROBICS for men and
women. 90-minute complete
workout w/warm-up, aerobics,
arm, leg, abdominal work and
stretching. Tone your temple.

$3 drop-in, $2.50 class for 8.

FOUND: Scarf in Biology parking lot after Emmylou concert
10/24.

Phone 826-3219 and

describe it.

Colleen Galvin

Physician Assistant-Certified
Licensed Accupuncturist

350 E Street, Ste. 507 » Eureka
445-0586

Jeane
HARMONICA INSTRUCTOR:
BEGINNERS/ADVANCED.
Apply to any style of music.
Advanced
players develop your
skill further. Instructor can be
heard on CD. 443-5222.
1/2 PRICE MASSAGE. Special

$10/hr. introductory offer for

CLUBS &
ORGANIZATIONS
YOUR EVENT OR MEETING
CAN BE announcedhere fora
very low price. Or how ‘bout
your organization's “wish
list"?Goto the University Ticket
Office by 4 p.m. Fridays.

Students. Enjoy in the privacy
of your home if desired.
Certified massage therapist.
Michael 826-1924.

COMPUTER SERVICES all
aspects. Affordable, flexible,
reliable.
We write custom
“dBase” programs for your
special

THRILLS
SEAHORSES—Enjoy horseback riding on beautiful Clam
Beach-individuals, groups,
parties—excellent rates, terrific
horses—also, mountain horsepacking adventures in the Trinity Alps Wilderness—any riding
level OK—839-4946, 839-4615.

Greeks

East Meets West Healing Center

idea...

to emulate? Call. 829-2249.

MWF, 5:30-7 p.m., Judo Hut.
Great music!
10727

Zoe

An

WOMEN IN THEIR 20'S WITH
HUMOROUS STORIES about
pubescent beauty rituals for
documentary film.
Whose
beauty did you admire and try

|
awesome

& Clubs

school

and

.--LUMmberjack
Classifieds!

business

needs, without buying software.
826-2968- Sway.
12/8
HENDERSON
STREET
WORD PROCESSING, for all
yourtyping needs. Phone (707)
443-6128.

10/27

COMPUTER TUTORING FOR
THE MACINTOSH, including
word-processing,
spreadsheets,
graphics

programs.

Place your ads
atthe

University Ticket Office
by 4 p.m. Fridays.

Or mail your ad,
legibly printed,
to:

$10/hr. Call Evan

RAISE
UP TO
$1,000 IN JUST
ONE WEEK! For

at 822-1860.

your fratemity, sorority &
club.
Plus $1,000 for
yourself! And
a FREE TSHIRT just for calling. 1800-932-0528, ext. 75.117

YOU CAN PUT YOUR MESSAGE HERE for just $5/25
words or SPECIAL STUDENT
PRICE
$2/25 words. Place
yourad at the University Ticket
Office by 4 p.m.

10/27

PERSONALS

Lumberjack Newspaper,
HSU

Arcata, CA 95521,
Attn: Classifieds.

Just $5/25 words.
Special Student Rate
$2/25 words.

REOWOOD. | ese
Quality Service * Affordable Prices

For a natural healthy glow, use as a blush &
highlighter that changes to suit your skin color.

nA aa
(ORD

Aliso use as
lip color, eye
make-up, body
bronzer, or nail
color. Includes

5

$175.° parts & labor

STARTINS

OMOT

ops

IVE

loaner tetees escitidihie

822-3770

Have you overlooked one very

| important factory service for
your Japanese or late model

Gennen Cor?

Colin & Hobbes by Bll Wattermon

Egyptian Eyes ©

Complexion

Brus:

Eye-

Accessories © Rachel Perry Cosmetics

OQ

| 1031 H St. Arcata 822-3450

Safety in
Numbers

Escort

ser a ee

513 J Street (two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

TT

=

CALENDAR
Wednesday27

Music

Music

Visiting Choir: The
Kammerchor-Hausen

*Folkrock: The River

choir from Germany
will
perform free in

Rocks
at Eli's in Old
Town, Eureka 8 p.m.
More informationis
available
at 441-9318.

Art

and

*Sculptures
Paintings: Student
Susan Shaw will
exhibit her art work in
the Foyer Gallery in

the Art building.
Gallery hours are 8

a.m. to 11 p.m. More
information is available at 826-4149.

Et Cetera
Peace Corps: Women
im Development in

Kenya in Nelson Hall
West 232 at 6 p.m.
More information is
available at 826-3342.

Thursday28

Fulkerson Recital Hall, 8
p.m. More information is
available at 826-3531.
eLive Irish Music:
Traditional Irish Music
with the Primal Drone

Society, 8:30 p.m. at the
Hotel Arcata. Moreinformation is available
at 826-1737.
eLive Music: Small Fish
at the Jambalaya . Show
starts at 9 p.m. More
information is available
at 822-4766.
The Beamers: Lunch
and music at Crosswinds
in Arcata. More information is available at 8262133.

David Parsons Dance
Company: Contemporary American dance
company comes to the
Van Duzer at 7 p.m.

More information is
available by calling

Duzer at 8 p.m. More
information is available

eCeramic: Student

More information is
available at 826-4149.

by calling CenterArts at
826-3928.
Chamber Music:
Elizabeth Lantz, flute,
William Crone, piano
and Feature cellist Carol
Jacobson will perform
works by Quantz,

able at 826-3631.

acinar oe

“Women's Volleyball:

M

Lumberjacks Vs. Cal
State Hayward, 7:30

State

“i

i eahag- org
,

in the East Gym. More
information is available
at 826-3631.

at Sonoma State, 1

is available at 826-

Monday
1
.

eMen's and Women's

eStudent Recital: HSU's

Et Cetera

:

Poltergeist on the
Plaza: Look under

Thursday's heading.

Saturday30

adult showings from 9
p.m. to midnight. More

Billy Higgins in the Van

HALLOWEEN?

Poltergeist on the
Plaza: Look under
Thursday's heading.

only student-run radio

Gallery hours are 8
a.m. to 11 p.m. More
information is avail-

State, 7 p.m. in the

More information is
available at 826-3631.
Soccer: Lumberjack

KRFH-AM 610, HSU's

ing Pat Metheny,
Christian McBride and

HAPPY

*Women’s Volleyball:
Lumberjacks vs.
Sonoma State, 7:30 p.m.

(except Halloween) with

Music

Sunday

Football: Lumberjacks vs. Sonoma

Et Cetera

from 6 p.m to 8 p.m.

the Karshner Lounge.

Kristin Harrison will
exhibit her ceramic
work in the Karshner
Lounge. Gallery hours
are 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Sports -

31

Sports

p.m. in the East Gym.

Center Redway at 6:30.
More information is
available at 923-2513.
eStudent-run radio:

eAll-Star Jazz: Josh
Redman Quartet featur-

able at 826-4149.

information
is available
at 822-4766.

Halloween Boogie:
Girls Night Out, Small
Fish, and Net Wt. at
Mateel Community

Art.
Photography: Student Tobye Cook will
exhibit her photos in

Jambalaya, 9 p.m. More

on the
Plosa: Pretenders Production will continue
its 7th annual haunted
house in Arcata.
Children's shows run

at 822-2739.

information is avail-

Sunshine
at the

Music

information is available
at 826-9162.

CenterArts at 8263928.

eLive Music: Liquid

a

through the Oct. 31 with

Dance

Enesco, Vill-Lobos and
Schubert
at the Humboldt Cultural
Center in
Old Town, Eureka.
More
information
is available
at 442-0278.

_wmumnm 31

_ station presents Bark-

p.m. More information

3631.

~ Cross Country:
Northern California

Music

Department of Music
presents a free student

Athletic Conference

recital in Fulkerson

meet at Davis, call for

Recital
Hall, 8 p.m. Call

times. More information is available at
826-3631.

for confirmation at 8263531.
Et Cetera

stroke clinic at the

oneal ae
:

Arcata Pool, 9 a.m. to

in

1 p.m. More informathon ib available et

Comma
Education

Papua New Guinea
in Nelson Hall West 232
information is available

Et Cetera

at 826-3342.

eContra Halloween:

The Humboldt Folklife
Society will hold a

Tuesday 2

special Halloween

Et Cetera

opens at 8:30 p.m. with

Dance at the Arcata

ter Fisheries in Gabob

costumes optional. More
information is available

Veterans Hall. More

in Nelson Hall West 232

information is avail-

at 5:30 p.m. More

at 826-3257.
*Direct from Berkeley:
Bland at Eli's in Old
Town, Eureka, 8 p.m.
More information is

able at 822-8835.

ing Dogma and Panjea
at the Depot. Door

costume party Contra

*Poltergeist on the

*Peace Corps: Freshwa-

information is available

at 826-3342. .

Plaza: Look under

Thursday's heading.

available at 441-9318.

eEclectic Jazs: The
Darius Brotman Quartet at the Hotel Arcata,
9 p.m. More information
_ 48 available at 826-1737.
eHalloween Boogie:
Buddy Brown and the

Hounddogsat

Jambalaya
9 p.m. More
information
is available
tteme

Veena

for

the

Calendar
must be
received
by S&S p.m.
Friday before
publication Gate.

Roses are gray, violets are black. It's just not the
pe

ar isit?

99¢

COLOR COPIES

| 622-1787

"Serving Aréa travelers Since 1973"

ae

6th &

H « Arcata

822-7602
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
RENAISSANCE PIZZA

“Always a Masterpiece”

*Pesto Sauce
_
*Sundried Tomato

‘

WINNER!

V

j
mall
$2 OFF ete

Humboldt County

Happy Halloween!

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

moacti

*Ricotta Cheese

Best Gourmet Pizza
In

Monday - Friday11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$ 4 20

pant,
FF c

nf
|

‘a
Contest
K-RED
* Renaissance

_

Pizza
+* eetectii
Soup of the Day (Homemade)

(Pesto)

.

* French Fries

* Work of Art (Garlic White Sauce)

6th & He Arcata 822-7602

a

oth é& He Arca
=a

e”

22-7602

*.Soda

6th & He Arcata §22-7602 |
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